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Considering the frohB.^le outcome of this war and the fact that

Japan is one of the participants against America, what do you

anticipate will be the post-war situation in Japan:

1. Politically
2. Economically

General^attitude towards citizens of Allied countries

5 , Attitude of the Christian groups

Presentation by Rev. dohn C* Smith

In view of the possible political and social changes in Jap^ and

in view of the fact that the Christian Church and its Christian

leaders will have had control of the entire TTogram previously

carried on by the Mission and the Church, what former

you consider will bo available to the missionaries as they may

return after the war:
^

1. In Mission schools and other Christian Institutions

2. In student work in non-Christian schools

3 * In social service work in cities

U, In church work- especially rural evangelism

Presentation by Dr. Winburn T. Thomas

In the reconsideration of the whole program vhich mil be necessary

as the mssion returns, and with the probability of the >^e<=®syty

for major changes, wtet do you consider may be possible new tasks.

!• In religious work in Christian schools

2. In work in other Christian institutions

5* In work under government including governmonl: schools

Lj.* In social service work

5« In rural evangelism

Presentation by Dr. Howard D. Hannafori

In view of the historic relationship of Mission and Church and in

view of the fact that thorc will be the necessity of a restudy of

the whole question of relationship and of the organisational set-up

of the MissiOTi, what do you anticipate w^ll be:

1. The possible relationship with the Church

2* The organizational set-up of the Mission

(a) Separate Mission (b) Interdenominational Mission

(c) No Mission at all

(1) Missionaries under Church for general Church work

(2) Missionaries under Boards of Trustees for school work

(3) Missionaries for work in other spheres ......

3 . The possible Mission funds needed and the possibility

of using such funds in the field program of the Church

[4.. The possible use and control of Mission property

Discussion led by Dr. J* L# Hooper

Recess



'*!• Considering the probable outcome of this war and the fact that

Japan is one of the participants against America, what do you

anticipate will be the post-war situation in Japan:

!• Politically
2# Economically

3# Socially

u. General attitude towards citizens of America

5 . Attitude of the Christian group.”

By the "probable outcome of the war" is meant, I assume, the defeat of Japan

at the hands of the United Nations. I shall assume also that the United States

will have been a major factor in bringing about this defeat. This fact must e

kept in mind as we consider the probable post-war situation in East Asia in general

and in Japan in particular. Naturally the countries that will have been

from the Japanese yoke will feel rather friendly towards us ^rioans, but by tte

same token the people of Japan will probably be resentful. How strong^d lasting

this feeling will be will depend in a large measure upon two things. One is the

degree to which the defeat will be carried out. The other is the nature of the

peace terms offered by the victors.

There are three views current today on these two pointsi and the post-war

situation in Japan will depend very largely upon which of these views will shape

our policies towards Japan*

1 . One view holds, that though Japan must be defeated in a military ™y, the peace

terms must not merely assure the freedom and security of Japan 'sj^ighbors, but also

make provision for the real needs and legitimate aspirations of the Japanese people.

2. A second view, and perhaps the one most widely held today, is that Japan “"'b

not only be defeated but really punished for her crimes against her neighbors. This

view holds that the victors should concern themselves primarily with weakening Japan

so that it will be impossible for her ever again to resume a role of aggression.

Japan's economic and other problems should be left to the Japanese to worry about.

3 . A third view carries the process of defeat one step further, insisting that Japan

must be completely crushed in every way and that the defeat must be ^
that the people of Japan will not soon forget the folly of their leaders who broug

on this catastrophe*

It goes without saying that if this tiiird view prevails in the councils of the

United Nations Japan will indeed not forget. Even the more moderate second view

would probably leave a legacy of resentment and hatred that would make an ear y

resumption of friendly relations with the people of Japan exceedingly difficult,

if not impossible*

What follows below is based upon the assumption that the first view will guide

our policies, and that while it calls for an out-and-out military defeat of Japan it

at tL same time recognises that in the post-war world the people of Japan will also

have to be given due consideration if we are to have a just and durable peace.

What, then, more specifically, may we anticipate will be the post-war situation

in Japan in regard to the five points raised by our question?

1, Politically. It is to be hoped that when the war in the Pacific and East Asia

reaches the stage where it is clearly going against Japan, the United Nations will

state explicitly what their war aims in that area are and also give in outline the

terms of peace. It is to be hoped further that such terms will not only provide

for the liberation and future security of the peoples viiom the present Japanese
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regime would have enslaved, but also deal sympathetically with the pressing

problems facing Japan's millions. If this is done there are good reasons to believe

that the more moderate and liberal elements in Japan will rise again, regain ^e

power they had in "the twenties," probably in the name of the ^peror repudiate

the present regime, restore parliament to its constitutional place ^
that there will be a resumption of that process in Japan's political

which during the six decades preceding 1931 «as gradually changing

into a kind of modern constitutional monarchy. If the United Nations ^rin ttls war

on all fronts and then follow this up with a program of action that will really

carry out the principles and ideals of the Atlantic Charter, then my be

counted on to respond favorably, as she responded at the close of the First orld

War and showed herself quite ready to take full responsibility

cooperation. I need not add that such a development would, of course, be favorable

to a resumption of missionary service in Japan, in fact is almost a sine qua non

for an early resumption*

2. Economioally. Ihe end of the war will find Japan economically in ruins. That

will L ^e case even if the more moderate policy for defeating Japan

The peace terms will undoubtedly strip Japan of all she has gained Py f°roe since

1937, They will call further for a restoration of Manchuria, and giving Kore

new status. Even Formosa may be taken from Japan. Certainly all govern^nt and

semi-government owned properties in all these areas will have to be given up. Even

much privately held property, especially such as has been illegally ^qui^d in

recent years, ^may be confiscated. Some would Include even whatever will be left 0

Japan's merchantile marine and a certain percentage of Japan's industrial equipment.

Thus Japan's lot will be a hard one*

However, Japan's economic future may not be as dark as this might indicate.

The very terms of peace that will undoubtedly limit Japan's armment in the fut^

mLt drLtically wUl lift an enormous burden "

“^^^VilfSvI jS
millions. Further, such peace terms, if they are really to be just, will give Japan

reasonable assurance that she will have free access to her
® ^

sources of raw smterials. Japan's geographic position, ^

to work v*ich characterise her people, and her general political ^d
organization will all contribute towards making her economic picture at leas

tolerable even if not too rosy*

3. Socially. In every land the social and political structure are more or less

interrelated In Japan this is peculiarly the case. If the post-war

structure will be approximately what I have indicated, then we
'fy

will be no radical social upheaval, bub rather the kind of ohan^

has been going on during the past fifty or more years, viz. a change by which ever

doreasing nmbers teve shared in the blessings of modem civilization. Undoubt^ly

de strong trend towards State Socialism will continue for the Japanese, more than

any oth^pedle. look to the State for leadership in all things pertaining to

their welfare*

There are. however, a few important aspects of the social structure in which

we nay see quite a change after the war*

a. A decided military defeat will undoubtedly result in Iwering the

social prestige of the military caste. We ted such

First World War even when Japan was on the winning side, inis time

the trend should be more marked.

b. The economic and social status of the proletariat and farmer class

will probably be improved, it was the pressure from these classes.



particularly the hard pressed farmer class# that found expression

through the young officers* uprising in the army during the past

decade and that was such a determining factor in Japan's policy of

aggression. The outcome of the war will have demonstrated the folly

of the course followed by their leaders, but it will not have lessened

this pressure# and we may expect It to continue until some real economic

and social reforms have been achieved. In passing it might be added

that unfortunately Japanese Christianity is hardly prepared to make

any important contribution at this point since the church draws its

membership so largely from the white collar class of the cities but has

little hold on either the city proletariat or the rural elements of

the population.

c. Probably one of the greatest social changes will be in the status

of womanhood. The war has increased woman's freedom and enlarged her

scope of activities. Probably not all these gains will be maintained

but enough will be to improve woman's lot in this ”man ridden land.

And here Christianity will play an increasing role# for a goodly

number of Japan's ablest women leaders are earnest Christian women.

1|» General Attitude towards Americans. The attitude of the general populace will be

n6ne too friendly# for# as I said# it will be America that will have played the

major role in thwarting Japan's grand plans for her so-called New Order in East

Asia. However# if America should take the lead in securing just treatment at the

hands of the victor nations, offering peace terms that would reinstate the liberal

and moderate elements and enable Japan to live on terms of equality with other great

nations# then it might not take so long to restore good relations again. In fact,

the problems of East Asia are so baffling that at least the wisest leaders of the

present United Nations may in a very short time welcome the closest kind of co^

operation with Japan# l.e. a new Japan and one guided by her most intelligent and

liberal leaders. And this# I believe, would soon be met with a real response on the

part of many Japanese who never wanted war with the democracies and who will welcome

a restoration of the traditional friendly relationships.

5. Attitude of the Christian Group. The Christian group constituted the inner

core of that rather large circle which in so many ways wanted the kind of life which

we want. They believed almost to the last that war would be avoided# and when the

clouds grew darker it was they sent over that group in April of 19^1 » in the hope

that somehow in conference with the Christians of America# a way of peace might yet

be found. After war came# like Christians in other lands# they loyally supported

their nation# but at the same time they have sought to keep unbroken the bond of

Christian fellowship with us and Christians of all lands. Undoubtedly as the war Is

prolonged and especially when American bombs begin to wreak havoc on the cities of

Japan, it will require a superhuman effort on their part to keep the feeling of

anger and hatred from arising in their hearts. But again# if America tate s the lead

in offering just terms of peace -vd^ich will provide for a reborn Japan a way to solve

her pressing economic problems and admit the Japanese people on terms of equality

with other peoples into the post-war family of nations# then the Christians will be

the first to grasp our hand in Christian fellowship. But let us remember that our

approach to them will have to be made in humility and love. We cannot approach them

as representatives of the victor nations nor as would-be benefactors who offer

generosity to rebuild what the war has destroyed. The Orient has long resented our

assumptions of superiority and scorns our condescending charity. Before we can do

anything in Japan in the way of relief and reconstruction# about which we talk so

muoh now# w© shall have to do something that is much more difficult but is

absolutely necessary# namely# engage in the ministry o f Reconciliation. And this



means that in all humility and with repentant hearts wo meet with them at the foot

of the Cross for both wo and they need to be reconciled with God before we can be

reconciled with each other* I am sure that this bond of real Christian fellowship

still holds and that the one key that will open to us again the doors of Jap-an fcr

Christian service is the key of siirple friendship*

A*KtR,

2/16/1*3



FORMER TASKS AVAILABLE AFTER THE WAR

The members of our mission who were aboard the Gripsholm last August asserted

In a formal mission action that it was then lirpossible to say anything definite

about the future of mission work in Japan. I believe that is still true. In o her

words that what I am trying to do this morning is virtually impossible. Yet one must

make plans for the future, individual plans as well as mission and Board plans.

It is comforting to know that we have two hours for discussion this morning in ic

my fellow missi on members can correct me. At any rate these observations nay

stimulate our thinking.

Mv problem is, what former tasks will be available for misslmarles after

the war? Your committtee anticipated that those former tasks might be affected

by social and political changes in Japan and by the fact that for a

Christian leaders have had control of the Mission's work. I'd like to start with

that second statement. As stated by your committee it is not entirely accurate.

It intimates that beginning with the war church leaders took over

Mission's program. The fact is that the Japanese church controlled the Mission

program many years before the war. Missionaries had long been replaced by ^panos

in all administrative positions. The ohuroh is relatively small but it ^le to

continue all its activities without Mission money and Mission personnel. The mission

ary still helped. 1*0 taught in Christian schools, usually as an English teaoher.

lie^dld direct avongellstio work especially in rural areas and among students, feny

Japanese did the same kind of work but the missionary increased the nr^ber who did

suoh work and that number is all too small for the Christian task in Japan. The

value of the missionary's work was enhanced by the fact tint his very
,

as a stabilizing influence on a ohuroh that is without a long historical background.

However we ought to be honest enough to say that at least part ®

being continued by the ohuroh just because we were there. Even without

we hfd all been evacuated we would not all have been invited by the ohuroh to return.

There will be some missions that will try to return to Ja^ after the war

without an invitation from the Japanese ohuroh. I am ass^ng this

missionaries will go only on the invitation or at least the ^derstanding of the

Japanese ohuroh. The evangelisation of Japan does not depend on the foreign

missionary. We can be of help to the ohuroh, probably of greater help than the

church realizes, but the church can go on without us. The problem tton is not

only what tasks need doing. It is also what among these tasks will the church ask

US to do.

The missionaries to return to Japan on a permanent basis will

probably be teachers in Christian schools. Government schools for many years have

LpLyed Americans and Englishmen as teaohers of the Engl ish language. The pr^tice

will probably be continued after the war. Then Christian schools can follOT ^
government's precedent without attracting undue attention to ‘

Laohers in seven schools before the war. I would anticipate that four of them

might ask for missiomry teachers too or three years after the war over, say five

or six years from now. The other three schools being in more isolated districts

:Lre ffeling will run higher for a longer period may follow -T^er four or five

years more. These teachers would be language teachers ^ Thefwoulf
their work would be limited only by their own devotion and ®

have student groups and Bible classes in their homes. They would Pf
as any Japanese teaoher does, in the religious program of the school.

beoome connected with some ohuroh and engage in its aotivl ies.

that if a man were teaching in Tokyo the seminary there might ask him to help with

some courses. But I would never anticipate that the seminary would invite a

missionary to come from -^erica to do the same work.
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These missionary teachers may be asked for
underKand-

chia-ch, or they may be asked for by the .®
Vift-self hesitate to ask for mission-

ing of the church. For the Japanese o^urch mU herself hesita^

arles. To do so ^uld seem to put them
Llf-supporting and it

The Japanese church is strong enough ® ® ^ indeoendent long enough to feel

takes Iride in that fact. However It
In ^her words

that it can ask for help
fstop backward for a great mny leaders

to ask for a missionary will still se^ ii P
^

in the church. Add to this the
^ among Christians. And the even

crushing defeat by America. The rose
church^hesitate before becoming

greater resentment among the ^ fraternise on a permanent basis with the

the first among Japanese
Japanese church as such will ask for

enemy. All this
the ne;ct ten years. Educational missionaries

permanently-assigned missionaries
^rivltation of the church. Not so for

may go with the understanding,
^ evangelism. There is need for

those in student work, in social church can do

«- b.r,.

inviting us.
4_ ^

In rural evangelism there is a
i::; such

half years before the war the
^ 2<jd fo^ years of war and destruction

missiemaries c^ld not
seem reasonable that missionaries could not

at the hands of America to thay i
•rmm now. The feeling in the cities

hope to return to rural
Tat basjrth'e wfuld seom^o be more

is likely to change
2rk. But frankly that hope is counteracted

rthfkftthal TelSarelhrch^roL not appreciate those types of work and is

less likely to ask for missionaries to do them.

reduce all this to numbers
missionary teachers to plan to

what I have outlined would call for a
anothe^ fLo jears we might

return to Japan five or six y^rs
^ student evangelism. That is

have five more t«^«hers and
Remember of course ttat this

a total of nineteen, and we had 57
,„p will be dealing as one of many

represents only our mission and a pr
y proportion before the

missions with a united church
than two huLred. You may think me

™r our nineteen would mean a total force w
pessimistic but I am amazed at myself*

wii-h It mav invite back as

Japan, which never has had any ^^1^^ ttet is

miny as two hundred missionaries in the next ten years. Fersonaixy

You must remember that having
j^'^P^^at work^”LTll!Td"up

relatively small influence on the work of the ohur
• problem of having

hut it will go ahead ^thout UP Vou must ala o ^her

L^t^er^hrjrparse‘':hu^r^“t\e .merfean ch^ch

and long before any missionary returns permanently to Japan

outwardly expressing that fellowship once again*

Japan. On the other hand a
tbAn^I anticipate. TOmt I have presented to you

X a*=--?”• rrx'S rxs:..bi.

J • c . s •

5/nA3



YJhat-*s New

A EcAuaut.. .lEh. ™ii ""rt-r.f.a.
Risinc Sun along lines of missionary approach.. l-ethodB

^ ij.,

will Lve their origins in the past. The early

supporting Christian moveinent in Japan result
and national development

gro^d for missionary methods. The Industrial, educational “*™,fZhe
^thln the country eLbled the growing church to

"f,!/^nS?im!n^
ecclesiastical methods employed in the West. The ^ SorfL hardly
developed by the missions, being progressive and

Smith’s
Lythlng noZel within these categories which has not been covered by Mr. Smith

survey#

liSilliisIlilii"
MiMiMWmmt
”bLr.st sL“?Ersfs::. s
work, and the uethods they may enploy*

All too obvious in the past has been the divergence

?rr«

ln.o.».l,»=y Afn. th. il.lllA.lomnt ,hi.h «U “

servlos. To place ourselves under the authority and supervision of „
crcWll eUmLate what was formerly an area of freedom. To accept that condition

would be something new for most of us*

The new attitude must include repentance. We Americans as well P’’®

Japanese will have blood on our hands. Therefore, we missionaries must 6?

^^srckcloth and ashes. During the pre-war j.ars some
_:"^ed

rn"f4^r"LTrrt^itinropior^^
yet^my opinions were little more than a record of conversations within

Communities. It has been a disillusioning, sobering process to see many American

churchnen identify our war aims with
bv tWriCsight we

deprecated in the case of our Japanese colleagues. Chastened by tMs insight we

would return as ambassadors of penitence in the fellow-ship of suffering.



We must approach the post-war Japanese church with renewed awe and respect

for its deepened faith# Since the pressure# spiritual suffering* and greater

physical sacrifices will have increased their own religious certainly we will go in

the attitude of learners rather than of teachers* One pastor* introducing me to

his people* several years ago* said* ”The missionary* because reared in Christian

America* has becoire saturated vdth his religion to a degree impossible for us»

While the statement was untrue even at that time* the situation will be largely

reversed at the conclusion of the war* The position of tho persistent Japanese

Christians will be analagous to that of the first and second century martyrs, vho*

after they had survived persecution ?;ere regarded by those vho had not been subjected

to the fiery trials as having authority by virtue of their experiences , to grant

pardon and relief to the oihers#

We Presbyterians seem agreed that missionaries must go by invitation of or at

least with the understanding of the church in Japan if we are to avoid sabotaging it #

Yet let us not wait for a letter which never comes# It might bo necessary for us to

take the initiative in asking for an invitation. If we are the conqueror the

Japanese church will be in no position to request oxr help# Missionary boards can

by preferring assistance at the moment of Japan*s humiliation* not in a dictatorial

manner but as the friendly* humble service of equals* dispel much of the antagonism

which all Japanese* including the Christians* will feel towards us#

II

Given this chastened attitude* such foreign workers as might return could

determine in consultation with the church the areas and types of approach wherein

they could make a maximum contribution# The original invitation might specify

types needed# They will doubtless be so few in number that they vd.ll be easily

filled from the available personnel resources of the American church*

Trained American Christians could conceivably work along the following lines

within the framework of tho church

j

First: Certain of the Japanese Church is favorably disposed towards preaching

and evangelism* In short period in Kyoto, despite language handicaps* the nine

Nikki churches used me almost every Sunday to fill their pulpits as well as for

special evangelistic services# Tho Southern Prcsbj'terians consistently have

stressed this type of v/ork which one with aptitude mi^t well cultivate# He would

have to be sufficiently adept to counteract the opposition which will accompany

the anti -miss ionary developments on the fields# They would provide an ecumenical

voice similar to that of Dr# Yuasa at tho present tine in America*

Second : Rather than burden themselves with long teaching schedules* mission-

aries could spend the major part of their time in counselling* friendly contacts*

and informal discussion with students# An official contact carrying vdth it several

hours of teaching* v/ould be of groat advantage since it provides status * Both in

Christian schools, and in off-campus centers conducted in connection with private and

government schools, the foreign worters* assisted by conpetent nationals* might still

make a distinctive appeal to cosmopolitan elements in Japan#

One missionary suggests that Japanese students, who for the last ten years have

been regimented* will need a breath of fresh ideological air* and that the foreign

w^orkers will be best equipped to provide them with this oomrodity# ^Vhile to a

limited extent this function has been a major contribution of the missionaries

even during the years of the hijojl (emergency)* Japan is not likely to welcome

foreign guidance in the realm of shiso (thought) any more after the war than before*
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Third i There are thousands of villages which
^ond

gospH^ Japan. They will remain so unless f^ds and
.

the capacity of the Christian community are made available for the

The church J^ght assign foreipi workers, who were fitted

communities. Much of our non-mctropolitan work in the past

In the light of the Bovenkerks' village experiment, and the success ^e Harim

Miss^n, ^ssionarles might put to operation on a larger scale those methods whi

have already proved their effeotivenoss*

Granted that the mi ssionaryFourth* Granted that vne missionary woi «= wv-.n..-.w

—

. .

,

new methods and ideas into the local areas of activity.

Ill

There is a possible new approach outside of the categories which Dr. Hooper has

outlined in areL growing out of war developments. Recognising the tentative nature

of these —tlistSy nevertheless deserve sosn consideration during the course

of this oorJfrenoe. Theso new methods presume a radical change of board polioi .

Sincfthflypos of work envisioned are almost completely outs de ^h® current

programs, they require institution through a radical ro-thinking of the missio y

functi on*

First. The boards as representatives of the foreign work of the American

churlf^might avail themselves of their oonn-otions in Washington to insure a

Chrisfan statesmanship in Japan during the days of
tho

leaders are formulating plans for all-out military and political occupation of

conquered nations. Puppet governments with American military ^dpo °
^ ^

are an essential part of this plan. The army is training hundreds of P^uu^-line and

second-line adminfstrators to take charge

is considered essential that these men be more thin hard-boiled and efficient

military strategists. They must also possess a measure of what we ^J^histlan

grace uLess immeasurable harm is to result. An u™ugelioal responsibility ^ong

oufow^ citisons today exists if we are to avoid tragedy in days of reconstruction.

Some among our missionary community foresee a real

service within this area of operations. Paul Rusoh conceives

as that of a buffer between military officials and the Jap^ese Pc°Plu*

letter to sone of us he expressed the opinion that we who f^
nflonle have a definite obligation. To be on hand in the Islands during the

ArmistiL period so as to exclude ''hard-boiled' military men from such positions.

Likewise, the Lehmn office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations has

promised that the actual administration of occupied areas ^11
Lon as they have been "liberated" to private agencies that

wvch the nroblems involved. The American Friends Service Committee is making

TlaL to ^ so used in areas where it has experience. Presbyterians are

asking "Vtfhy cannot our own church provide some such channels into vjhioh we can pour
asking y „ <5 inffle week, without solicitation on my part a prominent

and'a :kril!d%::ch:r1n a private school asked that they be considered
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for suoh openings if our Board set up such inachinery* We face a real dilemma here*

A number of us wore frank in our criticism of Japanese Christians who flocked to

China under the military banner* Yet» misunderstood as they have been by both

Chinese and Japanese army officials# many of thorn have protected Chinese Christian

communities against Japanese soldiers* The deimircation between imperialism and

religiously inspired missionary activities is no less a twilight Eone for the

American than for the Japanese Christian* Some may work within that area* The

Christian Century recently put the dilemma in the follovd.ng tarmsi

"If the United Nations win, their victory will be achieved

by the catastrophic and ruthless methods of war, which v/ill

leave Japanese life in chaos* The question is not whether

American Christians approve of those methods, but what they are

going to do when victory has been achieved by their use* With

millions of Japanese certain to die unless something is done, the

United Nations will be compelled to set up a structure of law

and order and to try to prevent wholesale starvation and death

by epidemic disease* Shall the missionary movement hold aloof

in that event? Our argument was that it should be prepared to

re-enter in suoh a my that its ministers of mercy and of hope

in God would provide an unmistakable expression of penitence

for our share in producing the mr and of resolution henceforth

to behave as Christians and brothers*"

Second! Let the boards act as recruiting and clearance agents for the sending

of trained technical exports to Japan* In addition to the officials who will

accompany the army of military occupation there will likely be other personnel

needs such as professors in government universities ^-diioh will be met on a locally

financed basis* As such openings develop let us see to it that they are filled by

Christians of outstanding ability* If the opportunity of the last century Is re-

peated let us duplicate it from our end by suggesting the most competent scholars,

intelligentsia, technologists, and leaders available*

The contributions of foreign experts to the Japan of the Meiji period

are well known* Many of these were Christians* Sunday became a semi •observed

holiday due to their pressure* If a victorious United States is to dictate the

armistice policies in Japan, then It is indispensable that the proper men are

appointed to right civilian and military positions during the period* The fact that

the WRA, for instance, has handled the evacuees from the West Coast in a manner

quite different from that of the army acting through the WCCA, is evidence that

civilian America can still produce leadership in an emergency vdiich is superior to

our military groups* Such persons in positions of responsibility in Japan could

he]p to save the situation* And if the churches of the West cannot influ<^co their

ewn government at V/ashlngton to act on any such principle how can they expect to

influence the developments in Japan by working via missionaries through the much

weaker church thare?

Specifically, let us send some of oxir outstanding scholars to Japan, not as

missionaries, but as "Americans who appreciate Japan" to serve in their professional

capacities, and thus contribute indirectly to developments in Japan* Let them be

experts in definite fields and of recognized authority as well as Christians* As in

the past century the mission boards can be a clearance agency for this purpose*

Third i The Boards are responsible for implementing our projected policy of

r e c oncl.lia tion • One definition of a missionary which may be pertinent to the post»

wfir situation in Japan is "a Christian who is willing to live abroad*" It may be

that no other type of missionary activity v/ill be possible or feasible*



In the event the United Church does not Invite American missionaries, the

board might subsidite soras of us to return as American citizens, simply to

wherever treaty provisions permitted us to reside, in much the same mann-jr as ala

our forerunners during the first decade after Townsend Harris • VJhile we might unite

as a member of a local congregation we would do nothing to embarrass the church,.

Our purpose would be to integrate ourselves in the community, engap in whatever

work which came our way and become partly or entirely self-supporting if possi e»

The fact that some missionaries have refused repatriation in order to continue this

sort of witness even in war-time, indicates its possibilities*

Working through such agents the boards could carry on a definite program of

reconciliation, (a) The very presence of alien Christian elements in the community

would bo a reconciling Influence. They would do much to dispel fears and

suspicions of America and Americans. Even as American-born Japanese may in their

dispersion across this country do much to undermine such prejudices which are based

on ignorance., just so would Arerioan Christians with a sense of mission act as a

mediating influence in Japan*

(b) Such persons would return to America at even greater intervals than in the

past for the purpose of traveling among the -^^merlcan churches* Only the volunteer

evacuation of so many of us has enabled our own board to meet the need for speakers

from Japan>» Nimierioally we are a much smaller mission than India or China and the

American churches are ignorant of Japan in the same ratio*

(c) Such persons would promote a tourist trade and provide Tdiere American pastors,

professors and other persons taking Sabbatical leaves might spend a portion of such

time in Japan rather than In Europe or the Holy Land* Competent visitors might

both teach and study during their residence*

(d) The agents of the Board would select and train Japanese Christians for study

abroad and visitation among the American churches*

(e) The personnel should be selected on a basis of scholarship# actual or

potential* During their years of residence they would apply themselves to a study

of Japanese life and culture in order that they might becons ambassadors of

friendliness and understanding* Such authorities would be able to dispel much of

the ignorance which now lies back of the grovdng American idea that the Japanese

are savage and treacherous*

This type of work could not be carried on under the auspices of the Japanese

church* American Christians might object to the plan on the basis that it is non-

evangelical* In the long run, however, it would pay big dividends both at home and

abroad and would provide a basis for a strengthened Christian movement in the Orient*

American government agents, cannot and will not perform this type of service*

Christian groups in Japan could not undertake it even if they so desired* Some

such approach is essential, however, if wo are to implement our proposed ministry

of reconciliation*

W. T. T*
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THE PORT-WAR REUTIONSHIP OF UJSSIO^ AMD JAPANESE CHURCH

I, Tho Nature of the Post*-war Japanese Church

It is possible that by the end of the War, the recently formed United Church

Klrisuto Kyokai. with which the Mission was
part^f thfLited

srr” ss:.s s;£rr.".:sr : srss
permits any relationship at all, ^^ere would probably be a carrying out of i p

Lr tendency to have
ih NiL^^

;robr;:fira^r::»:^r^^^
--- -

with an organized Mission#

It is more difficult to forecast a relationship between the United Church

and the mssion, because it is formed of denominational

sMo lo tMs discSsiorwill proceed on that assumption. It seems a constructive

^*4-- oiirt fnr oertainlv the disintegration of the United Church would result

rr ; 74 .SiwS.fLd. S- .... .. ... .»«
*;*:fiS"’

tLre ^y well be educational process within it which will gradually transform the

union of denominations into a true ecolesiastioal unity.

II. Psvchnl o».leal Effects of the Outcome of the War upon the Japanese

Church Iffeotine the Post~war Relationship with the Mission

The Churoh in America will have to put forth earnest effort, spiritual and

Intellectual, to maintain a balanced psychological outlook during and a er e

It, as well as the Japanese Church, must struggle to prevent itw side of whatever

poit-war relationship with the Churoh in Japan may be possible from being

affected by the nature of the outcome of the War. This lays a speoial respons^ility

upon the leaders of the American Church, but this discussion is confined to a con

sideration of the psychological effect of tho War upon the Japanese Churoh only.

If Japan should win a Victory in the War, it is probable that the present

Government would continue in power, in which case missionaries Mght not be permitted

to live in Japan. Even if there should be no obstacle of that kind, the psychological

effect of a national victory upon the Japanese Churoh might be to give it a sense

selfd-sufficienoy with assurance of ability to carry on the Christian

help from the Occident. Or, on the contrary, a magnanimous attitude twards beaten

eneLes might incline the Churoh to welcome American and British Christian workers,

on certain probably reasonable conditions*

If. as is commonly assumed in the United States, Japan should be decisively

defeated, Japanese Churoh leaders could very easily be extremely sensitive ^d feel

a self-consciousness, which would cause a sense of embarrassment at re-establishing

anv relationship with the American Churoh, no matter how tactfully and sincerely

approaches should be made by American Christians. But it is also possible that

exhaustion of physical and economic resources might make the Churoh so conscious

of its needs that it would incline towards accepting assistance in its work even

from Christians of former enemy countries, especially if the resumption of relation-

ship between them were made in a spirit of Christian equality and brotherhood.
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In the event of a military stalemate, without overwhelming victory on either

side, Japanese Christians might well feel that both American and Japanese Churches

were caught in the same kind of post-war situation and hence consider re-ostablishmen

of relationship between them on a basis of mutual respect not too difficult to

accomplish#

Although it asks of Japanese Christians almost more than we could dare hope

of ourselves in similar circumstances, there is a possibility, of course, tha.t, no

matter how the War should ond, the Church in Japan would be conscious of ecumenical

values and appreciate the desirability of fellowship between it and the American

Church regardless of the nature of the outcome of the War,

III. Basic Assumption of the Post-war Relationship of Mission and Japanese Ch^ch

1. The Presbyterian Church, as a single denomination, will no longer have

a relationship with the Japanese Church, but must be associated with all other

denominations, interested in work with tho United Church of Japan.

The denominations concerned must jointly devise some form of organisa-

tion through which the American Church and the United Church of Christ in Japan can

share in mutual service. They may form a new organisation or they may utilise

existing bodies like tho Foreign Missions Conference of North America or the Inter

national Missionary Council. The Japanese Church would doubtless prefer an organ s

tion like the World Church Council or at least the Federal Council of Churches, for

it Is likely to be sensitive about the implications of relationship with purely

missionary organizations# But, at any rate, some method of unified approach to tho

Church in Japan is necessary#

2, Members of the Mission, as representatives of the American Church, must

work in relationship with the Japanese Church and not Independently.

Missionaries will probably continue to be seriously concerned for the

unevangelised multitudes in Japan and will feel an urge to rush into work for them,

regardless of the Church, which may seem hopelessly slow. It is true that the

missionaries sonetines have a wider vision than the Church leaders, especially in

regard to underprivileged groups# But^ if the American Church is to be assoriated

with the Japanese Church in a way v^iioh will build up a Christian Movement with deep

indigenous roots, the missionary must accept the restraint of a relationship with the

Church# A strong Japanese Church now exists and work in it, through and under it,

is the most effective missionary method in the long run# There may be individual

Americans who can render a fine Christian service as tho by-product of their personal

positions of Government school teachers, social workers, and so forth# Under some

circumstances, probably temporary,, the Presbyterian Board might even assist,

informally as it were, qualified persons in experiments of living among the Japanese

people as friends and with various occupations, not connected vdth the Church# But,

if they are not recognized as having relationship to the Japanese Church, they

cannot be regarded as representatives of the American Church#

In some way after the War tho American Church must learn whether the

United Church wishes missionaries in Japan or not# It maybe that the Japanese

Church cannot formally ask for them,, by name or otherwise j or it may be tint the

Church will desire only specialists for limited terms of service; it may be that

missionaries will have no official standing in the Church# But some rxithod of

recognition of missionary by the Church or understanding regarding them and

seme agroenent about sending and receiving them must be worked out by mutual con-

ference, or else the American Church cannot send representatives to Japan#
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3 . Members of the Mission must work under the c3irection of the Church with-

out any participation in its administrative rosponsibilities*

Missicnarles in Japan are rather well conditioned to having small share

in administration, but hereafter they must not expect to participate in °

the limited extent of pre-vmr days. Furthermore they must plan to have their wor

subiect to the decision and direction of the Church, Locations, personnel, bu ge ,

adjustments in work and similar matters will not pass u.^er the missionaries review,

even through the hitherto common devices of Joint committees. The Ch^ch will pla

and direct its work, giving the missionary, as an individual rather tiian as a

member of a Mission, whatever share in it seems to it most effective.

The practical working out of this would be probably less severe than it

sounds in theory, for the natural courtesy and CJa-lstian consideration

Church leaders would incline them to consult missionaries on questions aff-ctlng

their work, even though it were not required officially. Also, as is kno™ from

past experience, missionaries would probably find large scope for personal of

various^forms, according to their taste, through individual contacts and connections

with a local church.

1+. There must bo a relationship of oqua.lity and mutuality between the

AmGrioan and Japans so Churches*

The American Church must give full recognition to the Cnlt ed Church of

Christ in Japan as a sister Church - a twin sister, not a you^er one -- and even

the distinction between the sending Church and the receiving Church must be

wiped out. Some word must be found to substitute for missiomry’
j /

good word with a beautiful meaning and a glorious history, but it has been ^amged

by some unfortunate associations, feny Japanese Christians for some years have

disliked the term "Mission field", when applied to Japan, for

seemed to imply an inferiority, not attributed to any other leading florid Power,

and to put them into a class with primitive or uneducated peoples.

Japan must no longer be regarded by thinking Christians as a “fusion

field, in the old sense of the word. The American Church must not only send, but

also receive. One of the best possible missionary methods in the ®

assist leaders of the Japanese Church and other Japa^se

United States for study, for personal contacts, for travel among

to assist them in their work. After these years of war, during which

Christians are cut off almost entirely from the ecumenical

great mutual benefit, if they and Christians of other nations

Lperienoes. Exchange visits of American and Japanese

specialists of other sorts, would be worth the considerable difficulty involved

in arranging them.

IV. The Post-war Qrganigation of the Missio^n

In post-war Japan it would seem there should be no Mission, either -'‘i-

or interdLominational, existing as an organization set over against the United

Church as an administrative or legislative agency*

There might well be an intordenominational committee of missimarios to

facilitate the United Church's communication with the interdenominataonal agonoy

A United States, rooocnieed by the American Church as representing it in its

would not have legislative powers like those of Missions up to the present time
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and the United Churohf of course'# would retain the right of direct apprcech to the

interdenominational body in the United States#

The Church in Japan would replace the Mission as the corporate body under

which the missionary’s work would be organised. Missionaries should be recognized

by the United Church, perhaps merely as accredited missionaries, and

work under the assignment and direction, or at least with the approval, of the Church

in its general program of activities#

Educational missionaries might come under a different category. If Christian

schools are organized under the United Church, then their missionary teachers, too,

must be recognized by it. In any case such recognition of the relationship of

educational missionaries to the Church would be desirable, but the securing of it

would depend upon the situation in Japan, rather than upOn any wish of the Ch^ch In

America# If, ho'.vever, schools should have no official relationship with the United

Church, the educational mis si onary might work under the direction of the Board of

Trustees of a particular school. In that case the Board of Trustees

direct connection with the denominations in the United States, with vMoh it had had

traditional association. Or, better, all Christian schools might be united in a

Christian Educational Association, which would deal with the interdenominational

agency of the American Church#

Missionaries for social work would be in the same position as educational

missiomries, if there should be Christian social work organisations, unconnected

with the Church, which desired missionaries'#

An Association of missionaries for their convenience ^ care of matters

affecting them personally (salaries, furloughs, housing, etoO would seem almost

necessary# This would be an association of Prdsbyterian missionaries, if the board

should send missionaries directly, or an interdenominational one, if missionaries

should be sent out by an interdenominational agency in the United Statos#

V. Post-war Financial Grants for Church and Schools

After the end of the War the United Church and the Christian schools may not

wish any financial assistance, at least for current oTcpenses, but, in view of

Japan’s probable post-'TOr impoverishment, they are likely to do so# However, it may

be that Government regulations will forbi'd the receipt of foreign subsidies,

especially in schools# If financial grants are permitted, they should be made to the

Church or schools unconditionally, e^coept under very special circumstances, leaving

the use of them entirely to the discretion of the Church or school#.

Special grants may be desired by the Church or schools for property needs or

particular projects# Thus the American Church might give substantial aid to schools

building programs or assist the United Church in some experimental demonstration of

new methods of service in social or evangelistic work#

Funds, not for their work but for the personal maintenance of missionaries*

would, of course# be needed and should be provided either by the Board or by the

interdenominational agency in Anerica, according to the arrangement under which they

went to Japan. These funds should be administered by the missicnaries thanselves

either as a Presbyterian or as an interdenominational group#
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VI • Post-war Mission Property

It v;ould seem that the only property which should be owned by the Board or

the interdenominational agency would be missionary residences* There should be

considerable caution about adding to their number either by purchase or buildings

because of the complicating effect of the immovable quality of real estate upon

missionary work* Post-war laws concerning property cannot be forecast* but a

MissiOTi Shadan might not be necessary or desirable* In that case the missionary

residences could be registered with the United Churches property-owning logal

body under a gentleman’s agreement*

H* H«
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JAPAN DISCUSSION

Hooperi To make for a wide range of disoussion— I had a letter from a man who had

^en out in Japan for many years and ho is now in this country. He did not think

that the Board had a very realistic attitude with regard to the work in Japan. That

is the reason we are having this conference. To have these man give us that

realistic picture#

TT^itioal aspect—would it not be a great difference in the way the war ended

up as to the prominence the Chinese or Americans had in the final ending up of the

war, and if the Chinese were kept in the foreground and the United States military

kept in ths bo.okground. Is there not some way in which pressure could be brought

to bear on our government?
, , ^ , j

2) If you carry on any program of relief in post-war, should that not break down

resistance#^

Roisohauen l) It will be obvious to the Japanese and the Chinese and the rest of

the world that Japan will not be defeated by China alone, but the help will come

from the United States. That will be the thing that will bring the war an end.

Even now the Japanese regard China»s strength largely dependent upon the aid that

will come from America#

Thomasi 2) Grows out of what I said. It would depend somewhat upon how any aid

that might be given would be given. Would it ho given in the form of loans from

private individuals, in the form of philanthropy, kind of permanent lend-lease

program? One of the things we want to strive against is the feeling

put enough money that everything can be done. We don't want to over -subsidise, or

in any case create a sense of dependence. Th»y vrould resent any attempt on o^ par

to extend a large measure of aid especially if there were any strings attached to it

at all#

Is there anything to that statement that there is quite a group who are not in

sympathy with the war and who have had meetings with people and discuss the question

ttet would be In opposition to the war. I have heard that statement and read it

also in magazines?

Reisoha uer t

30*s. and 20*s#

There is a very different attitude in Japan than we have had in the

In the 20's when the more liberal elements were in control there was

a definite program of cooperation with the democracies for Japan s fut^e. Statesmen,

big business, didn't want to get into war with the democracies. Now they are

oomitted. It was not a civilian government or the big business interests that

brought on this war. It seems to mo as I indicated that wa need to bring h s

element to the fore. Wo have some hope of bringing Into being the kind of Japan

with which we can cooperate.

Hooper ; The extent of the liberal view point, and how mny liberals might easily

be in Japan

?

Reischauer: The liberals are out. Unfortunately, most of the writers and speakers

who haveTived in Japan, have lived there only in the JO's and know the Japan of the

TO's. and think In terms of the JO's, when increasingly the military elements wore in

control. Those of us who have known the Japan of the 20*s, and how Japan reacted a

the end of the World War—there is still a strong element that would like to live

on terms of peace with the great democracies, with Britain and with America, her

whole relationship be with us. gU.OOO.OOO worth of trade with us. and only

with Germany—knows whore her future lies#
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life in my hands. I pay tribute to our Japan missileries,
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“f While we

Christian charity and patience they have won whole
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future of Japanese ohurL or mission, we have to take «to
^P°=p^^,ibility

influence o/ihis system on the church.
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^

we may have a small but courageous group who will not be in unis

we come into relationship with Japan again*

Barnard. I don't think it would be a real mission meeting
^hereS: fe KS;

to do student v/ork, but missionaries should go by consent an ^ ^-u ^ Viftrpd
d^w^^th^hatreds cheated by the war, by waiting

Only by going and showing our love and concern for the Christia , y



Chapman, Erneati I worked for most of my missionary life in a country field,
_

country town. ' About three years ago we had five workers there of our ^
tion. At that time there wore no other denominations. The field has been largely

Presbyterian and Church of Christ in Japan. As far as I know there are only two

workers there today. In that part of the country, as well as all

there are still great areas for evangelism. I don t think
.

to carry on this work in the smaller oommunities. I think it is still a mission

field*

Hannaford: I’d like to say with regard to the fact of the use of the word "mission"

fipld.—Of course, I would not have the American church think it should no longer

have Q relationship with the Christian movement in Japan. It has a

responsibility for assisting and for participating in the expansion of Christian

work in Japan. It seems to me that here is a place for some educational work to

begin. We are on the brink of a new ora in foreipi
^he

have a vital work in Japan with a somewhat different approach,

approach to it. I realize tte apanes^^
better to help the American Christian

nevertheless, as a reconciling g.»
different when come under the

to see certain essentials in which they
I ,i^lar situation,

same war tinp situation from the Japanese
^ ^ completely out of

Perhaps we can help them have a

sympathy with the Christians in
. could go into a country

f^ign missions, i»ok perhaps to the pioneer days when

and work just as we please because of
^ Christian experience of the Japanese

fundamentally to this
of the Japanese Christian leaders.

policies*

Emmons , On this matter of the use of word,
"f thr^hole^^”

giving up the word, we ought to appoint o Christian

Lsouo the word. The word, "mission" in Zt is not tacked on,

church is, all of us ^Vr ^f\t L LllITg into disrepute, it is

but it is right in the heart of ZllJ our misuse of it, or

our fault. We ought not to le . i g y _ category of missions as raised,

through our unfortunate conduct ®
.iwidual Christians with a background of a

As a ^stor of a church. word '’mission** just

great many generations of
of the missionary activity has

because in certain parts of the world
would be a great mistake and

^de it difficult for that word to
give up the word "mission"



Lautensohla ger t I don.*^ know much about Japan* This word ^’mission is

bad repute » and In the Student Volunteer movenionti we at least got the word foreign

out of it« We have the Student Volunteer pledge card# readingt "T purpose to be

Christian missionary* This doesn*t mean that a foreign missionary isn't a Christianl

With the boys of the armed forces going all over the world* in tho future there will

be no ^’foreign", it will be sending and receiving missionaries* But w© don't want to

lose tho word "missions” I hope for the exchange of teachers and preachers and

students* and there might even be an international headqi^rtors of the international

ohurchj sending and receiving missionaries* We don’t vmnt to lose Christian leaders

in China and Japan who vdll have a sense of mission* We can envisage bettor economic

oonditions after the war* Christian mission around the world* Christian mission-

aries at home and abroad* Groat world*^''ide fellowshlpc Beginning to realise some-

thing we have prophesied in the book of Revelation* bringing in the kingdom of God*

being part of each other* Perhaps in that sense we could reinterpret tho word

"mission"* I would like to see the word "foreigrf* out of it*

Cressyi Seems to me* really leads to thls“-if wo wish the Japanese to receive us*

we should take the initiative to Invite them here, for good will and mutual exchange.

The duration lasts longer than the war* The function of the Presbyterian Board may

wither away* the task of international good-will will remain*

Leber: We would accept the decision and attitude of the Church in Japan* as a

determining factor of our return to Japan* (Thomas) In his paper he used the words

very carefully,"upon Invitation and understanding of the church." I v;as caught by the

word "understanding"* and whether he would develop that* and if I am correct in

thinking from the remainder of his paper* he would agree the,t in America if we permit

a certain section of the church to determine the foreign mission enterprise, we would

not have any* Is it still possible for a minority to seek the mind of the church and

with its understanding suggest and move into areas of missionary expansion which

we would not be able to do if w© waited for the invitation?

Smith : The foreign missionary enterprise in the church In America* although not

perhaps representative of the majority of the church is representative of the action

of the authorised administrators of the church* for instance, the General Assembly*

On the same assumption, find out the min3 of tho Church in Japan* We would counsel

with the same authorities* T think there may be a minority in the church who would

welcome foreign missionaries before an action of t^ie church would be possible, and it

may be as I indicated that some can go with the understanding of tho church* That is*

the General Assembly, the Synod, becoming willing to understand that tho missionaries

come, to work there before it thinks it is time to makri an expression which would be

publicised to all the people in Japan* The vital necessity and desire on the part

of the minority for the undertaking of rural evangelism is true* However, as I con-
sider, even before the war, the feeling in some of the rural districts v/as such that

missionaries felt that they could not continue to work* That v/as true in some areas
even 2-^ years before tho war* The men in those areas, that is, Japanese Christian
leaders in those areas, have an appreciation (rf what the missionary has done and

would be abfe to do that the leaders of the church probably don't have, and the

people in those local areas might welcome the missionary several years before they
could get the church to ask them to come* That is related to Mr* Gordon Chapman's
statement* To what extent I even think the church in Japan will exist after the vmr,
and after a period of reconciliation within Japan itself, ^ think wo must hesitate
before we single out a certain minority within the church to v/hich we give our support
and seem to caidemn the United Churoh* Vi^e can respect both parties, both sides* This
is a complicated situation and all the possibilities have not been brought on the
floor yet this morning* We have got to think a long tin© before we make our decisions*
Let us feel we must respect the sincerity and the Christian conviction and conscious-



ness of this ohuroh which Is largely our creation. We may disagree vath some ^^ng

that they n^y do, hut certainly, under the Holy Spirit.
on-

feel they ought to act. They may he wrong, hut we have got to continue in ^elati n^

ship and^to work out with them. Insofar as possible, in the future, before j

their position#

Kepler. Kenneth! Some of us do not have the same sense of mission.

to build a chinch and a church organisation, but. as was

in the countrv than lust the Christians and the Christian organization. Some teve

gonfforX Lke of the organization in Japan. 3°°'°°°

of non-Christians. Our church had failed not alone in its mission fom the C^ch

in Zrica to the Church in Japan, but had failed in its .^ssion from J^sus C^ist

if it is simply going to nurture or take its leadership, from the Japan Church

and is willing^to ignore the many millions who have not yet heard the gospel of

Jesus Christ#

Bovenkerk, I think I am in agreement with most of the statementsof the Pa^rs

the^lossss! b3 cause the church has been, is, an international organization and is

identified with the U.S.pI. and Britain and other occidental customs. ®

situatLn, I think we should be doubly careful. We should recognize that the church

i Tn thi: unfortunate position and not thrust ovpn

Japan with the idea that wo have the answer for the ®
to

evL though we recognize the deep need that exists. We should 5°

their condition, sensitive to tteir thoughts, possibly best
^“^^^ptu^ch.

as Ls been repeated several times, not as formal emissaries f
*

I am presenting this. I want to throw out the thought that at least there is this

posltLn. I am not so sure I believe it entirely. It my be

there will bo the survival of a strong unified organization. If ^t is *he eas .

we should not thrust ourselves upon it. we should p upon invitation. If it is not

the case, we should be all the more careful lest that tendency of

should come to the fore after all. Japan has a 250-year history ° bidden from
vLn they become the target of the world’s contempt, which is

them, it will hit them square in the eyes after the war. They will retire

themselves. We should recognize very carefully their situation, and their viewpoint

and attitude and experiences that they may have had during the war.

Hooper! Do you think it will be possible for teachers to go back ^
schooTs and bo employed by the schools, and the salaries be paid in part or whole

by the schools?

Smith: It was in the original draft of my speech. I don't think that

i^ls would be financially able to pay full salaries

would want to pay part of the salaries. Leave out the stigma a bit of being

subsidized from abroad#

Underwood! Thrusting ourselves upon the church, or as individuals. Offer of

afai^e of cooperatfon does not necessarily constitute a thrusting of our-

selves. It is perfectly proper for the churches ivhich have in the past cooperated

Z Zll such Laffer. IZt such an offer need not be interpreted as a thrust upon



them, we are considering extremes. We have to realise that we are not s^ply faced

by these two extremes* We have been too much inclined to consider only the two

extremes*

Roischaueri l) We have the right to havo confidence in the Christians In Japan.

Qualitatively, they will measure up to any of us.

2) Church is still small, compared to the task.
. n <

5) Of course, we will not go back as highly organised missions. That will ruin

things as missions. We have not been doing that in Japan for some years, but we can

go bLk as early as anybody can go book, as individuals. Always the question of the

technique. of making our first contacts. The way is—a few friends of Japan o g

hack tLrBSgffeel the way. And I think you will find they will mnt our fellowsMp

and our fr'iendship, if we go in the right spirit, and then out of that rail gradually

evolve increasing contacts, Just what form it may be difficult to say, but there is

need, and there '^11 be opportunities for people with the right Christian attitude.

I have nob a shadow of doubt.

Mrs. Hannaford. It seems to me if the church could be gin to_ think now, ttet one of

the first io~ributlons it could make, would not only be the helping of a few

individuals, but the bringing of certain Japanese Chr istians to this country. to

might be one of the first and most valuable contributions the church could m
the church In Japan. Consider the difficulties they ere living under at this time--

iLlation, out off from all contact with the rest of the Christian world. They will

need a fresh breath, of air. If our oliuroh oould think of that as a very early ao

that we might do, we oould help the ohuroh there, and we oould learn i*at their

dssiros v/ould bo for further cooperation^

Chapman, Gordont Just recently the vioeTpresidont of the_ TJnitod^ States oalled^^

attLtion to the possible need for the renovation of the ^^°"eht-life of the Ax^

countries. If that is going to be necessary in Germany which has a Christian back*

ground, howmuoh more necessary will it be in Japan, Some years

outstanding Bible teacher and Christian editor, made a statement that Japan n

yet produold the tools or instruments for the translation of the Bible. Japan tod

then not yet developed scholars who had produced fundamentally true ... The Ctoch

in Japan is a New Testament church. He didn't mean by that, that it simply

New Testament evidences. It was a church fer the most part iporant the Old

Testament. I have found many, many Christians who practically knew nothing of the

Old Testaiient. They have lacked tto background which we ordinarily take for gran

when we study the New Testament. It has been difficult for them to think clearly

when it comes to Shintoism, for we have most of our teachings with regard to

paganism in the Old Testament, 'ffo must choose those to go back who can make their

contribution to the knowledge and background of the nation.

Mrs. Reisohauer. The forms of contact. The various forms of

very decidedly a Christian movement, though not necessarily a oh^oh one. Social

service in Japan is carried on by Christians and very much interdenominationally.

It has the background of the united movement there and here. In this work, of

it is urban, a little of it rural. These groups of Japanese women outside of the

authority of the church with groups of interdenominational mis simary women, very

close. boLs of friendship have grown there, which have not been broken and tot is a

very normal approach to the new Japan which will be more needy than it to s been 1

the past. That would appeal to the thing that is growing tooughotA the

UnitSl States. The community ohuroh, very many of which are not tied up with any

mission movement of any sort... they would find a friend y we come.



RomlKS We qs Presbyterians are very qulok^minded* I don’t know the attitude of

the various missions, in China it would be true that many organizations are not

ohuro}>«mind0 d* H5any others would like to be the buffers between military and

church* Now, seme of these people are going to find that sense of mission, the

mission of Jesus Christ being above any other* "^hey will go out regardless of any

attitude on the pert of the Japanese Church* Will that affect ow attitude? the

Presbyterian attitude? There are a lot of other elements that won’t have the same

point of view,

Thoims, Vfinburni I am very much interested in the nature of our discussions with

reference to tte church. Comparison with early Christianity* What the church is—
the institutionalized group of those who bearing the message of Christ have tried to

put that into effect in society* There are accomirodations* There are adaptations.

Those things which wo do not like grow out of the necessity which the Christians of

Japan have faced in contact with thoso un-Christian attitudes. We spent a great deal

of time talking about change, the basis on which we could go back. I was interested

in a statement made to mo about the extremes of which we largely have been talking*

Vfe must go by the invitation of the ohuroh if wo are to avoid serious errors. Yet,

let us not wait for a letter that will never come. It might bo necessary for us to

take the initiative, especially if we are the conqueror. But mission boards, by

offering assistance at the moment of Japan’s humiliation, in the right attitude,

will do much to counteract the attitude Japanese will foel towards AmeriC'ins.

Elder ; The Board's thought of the eventual purpose of this conference—undertaken

betv/een ourselves—United Church in Japan—It is anticipated they may ask certain

missionaries back? Is that going to come to each denomination in this country

individuolly—so many Presbyterian, so many others?

Hooper; There are quite a number of parallel studies going on in regard to all

post-war mission work. F.M.C* has two or three or four committees studying various

phases of this work. Committees on missions in a new age* Sub-oommittoe of the East

Asia Committee also studying question and they have a sub-committee on Japan and one

on Chosen and the whole ccsnmlttee takes China as its field in addition* They are

studying this question as we are dealing with them, and there is going to be a

converging of all the thoughts, onoe vre get in touch with the churches as to what

we can do* If there is a united ohurch in Japan that is continuing and that we

decide we will work with, there naturally would be a committee in this country*

Commission on new age of the F.M.C* The first subject they have selected for study

is question of mission-church relationship*

Torrey t Another phase—The element of communism* On the Gripsholm coming home I

was talking with the Southern Presbyterian missionary who had very strong feeling frean

experience in his own realm* There is still a communistic group in Japan which may

make itself very definitely felt when the tide should turn and the present military

povrers are admitting a defeat* Whether that will be true in Japan or not, we may bo

definitely anticipating that coming in China. 1 think that challenges us as mission-
aries and as a Board to think very definitely into the complexion of Communism. It

is a question wo in America have got to face in the post-war period, Christianity in

relationship to communism movement* What our solution is, where we can enter the

picture, present antagonism of average oommunist to teachings of Christ ••• work

through that great problem which will undoubtedly become acute in China and America*

Ruland ; For your information, I wanted to say ^ust a word about the Church Committee

on Overseas Relief and Reconstruction, of which I have the privilege of being a member#

This committee Is not organized to assist the government committee of which former

governor Lehman of New York is the Director* Rather, it was organized by the Federal

Council and the F*M*C. because of a very strong conviction the church had very primary



opportunities and responsibilities in this field, and we must go

in that field. I would say, it is our feeling that Governor Lehman’s oonnnittee needs

Christian support in what is not a government field. It is going to

There is evidence of a growing opposition especially f j^j.uotion
enemy countries. There is even opposition to gover^ent relief and

after the war. The church has its task in this field after the war. It must Be

.prt pt p.u.f. not "Plj »>• —ij p.»pl* 1»

Pur one but If the opportunities oome in Japan and Germany* P ...

th" s:. ?; .h. -.1. pr..... .r .h.
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organized with a large
?L SroroLl is thit L the time for relief

oo^eftta^ we ste^l'Lke contact with these Christian agencies or organized church

in each field and they shall set up then their own life*

Wilson: 1) We have in the Western states something over a 100,000

st:TiL"p‘;npr^^
ss^lrl“nf.-pl^.=.P«n.o»^".‘^.-^:-
vision of the need of their own country, oan these go back:

appointing of soire of these Presbyterian church members?
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influence in communlsin will be dominant*

^
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^SrorirbecauL " the"":Lsses of Christian missions. That there is^a

more or less oapable, self-supporting
otooLs! That'is success. And

wnienH- nf thf efforts of the American and British churches. n
4.. „

Tshould not want to plan solely °-the reconstruction o^^the^p^ri^ :nffh^rrhave
Because of the complexity of the situation, it wi

fields. I think a great
been some in Japan who feel we ought to move on

(difficult thing, because it is

many of us are challenged by fact that
service,

difficult and because it is complex it brings ou g pp

of finding the way under God's guidance than we have ever had.

Hooper* I don't think the note has been one of
tLtTi^!^^The^f is"°"^
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doesn't change the good news.
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Presentation by Miss Anna E* Moffet

Considerlag that China as one of tho United Nations is likoly

to emerge from the war free from outsido domination, what will

bo the Actors most seriously affecting tho mission situation?

!• China’s polltloal status#

Repeal of oxtrality. Possible inoroaso in

nationalism. Possible communistic influoncos.

2* Economic impovoyishment*

3* Vast social chang;'s*

Uprooting of population* National unity.

Decline in provincialism*

4. The Chinese Church.

Attitude tavard Christianity and missions.

Presentation as noted bolow

In Planning for the rosumptlon of mission work on now basis,

what do you visualize as thf. special task for missionarios

. -r R--V. Wallace C# Merwin
A* In ovangelism? ^

_ T Dr* Nathaniel Bercovitz
B* In medicine)

C. In secondary and adult education? Rev* A. R* Crouch

D. In higher education and the train- Dr-* Howell P. Lair

ing of a Christian leadership?

E* In other typos of service? Rev* G. Gordon Mahy, Jr.

Presentation by Rev. I'ierrlll S* Ady

With tho Chinese Church now assuming full responsibility for

the work, in re occupation v/hat should be

Tho relation of the missionary to the Chinese Church?

The place and organization of the mission?

' The r^^lation of tho Board and China Council to tho General

Assembly of the Church of Christ in Chinn?

The relation of the China Council to the missions?

Discussion led by Dr. Lloyd S* Rulnnd

Recess



THE GENERAL BACKGROUTJD FOR POST-V;aR MISSION T.ORK IN CHINA » I

Anna E* Moffat

China *s Politloal Status

The fundamental assumption# on v/hich whatever I have to say is based, is that

China as one of the United Nations is likely to emerge from the war free from outsido

domination^

1% Relinquishment of Extra-territoriality * So far as political interference

on the part of the United States and Great Britain is concerned* treaties relinquish-

ing extra*territoriality have already been negotiated by both theso countries vdth

Chinas The United States has also relinquished its rights in relation to inter-

national settlements, and promised to co-operate vdth China and any other nations

involved in transferring the administration and control of such settlements completely

to China# This means that practically all special privileges which the United States

has had under the ‘‘unequal treaties'* are given up ^ a share in foreign settlements,

the right of American citizens to live in China under jurisdiction of United States

law rather than under the law of China* the right to station troops and naval vessels

in China, and certain special privileges in regard to property holding#

For a number of years most of us engaged in the foreign missionary enterprise

have felt that our work would be benefitted by the relinquishment of all these

special privileges! and it would appear now that even business enterprises in China

are hailing the new treaty as a removal of restrictions and limitations on American

business# When one reads that American business will receive far greater opportunities

for expansion and development than ever before, and that it may be an advantage rather

than a disadvantage to operate in strict accordance with Chinese lav.', one is almost

as much amazed as one was a few years ago, when our Government first pronosed to

withdraw American Marines from Tientsin, to read that China would consider such a

move on America’s part as an unfriendly aett To put Galileo’s famous words into

modern translation: "The world do movel"

2* Increase in Nationalism # There has been a growing nationalism in China for

over a quarter of a oentury, and it is probable that this will continue after the

war# It does not seem to me likely, hovrever, that this nationalism v/ill express

itself in anti-American feeling as it has at times in the past# When America vms

drawn into the war as China’s ally against Japan, we all felt immediately the

strengthening of ties of friendship and sympathy between the two countries# The help

which America has given to China, both beforo and since our entrance into the war, —

financial loans* relief funds, American missionaries remaining at their posts, lend-

lease supplies, "Flying Tigers," and regular American Air Forces in China - all these

have created understanding and cemented friendship# We admit that while we were

making financial loans and sending American Red Cross funds and supplies to China,

we were sending much more in value and in tonnage of scrap iron to China’s enemy#

We recognize that lend'i'lease help to China to date is only a minute fraction of that

sent to our other allies, and utterly inadequate to China’s needs# Even so, the

friendly gestures we have made have built up more of goodwill than our sins and

failures have built of lllwill# And we have long since repented of our scrap iron

sins, and are promising now to do better as regards lend-lease help#

As builders of goodwill between the two countries, perhaps ^&ne• Chiang’s visit

in this country and Wendell Willkie’s trip to China have accomplished as much as

anything that has taken place since the return of the Boxer Indemnity Fund# L»ss

spectacular, but of a piece with these visits, is the sending of technical experts



by our Department of State to assist China in her war effort and her reconstruction

work. Eight such men have been appointed to date, among them Dr. Walter C.

Lowdermilk, Assistant Chief of the Soil Conservation Service of our Department of

Agriculture. Dr. Lowdermilk w'as at one time a missionary, connected with the^

Presbyterian Mission, in the Department of Agriculture and Forestry of the University

of Nanking.

One other thijig which desperately needs to be done to better post-war relations

between our two countries, is the revision of our Oriental Exclusion Acts, and the

placing of Chinese and Japanese on the same quota basis of immigration as that

which obtains for nationals of other countries. If this can be done, goodvdll and

friendship between America and China will have been put upon such a sound basis that

we who live and work in China need have nothing to fear, either for ourselves or

fer our work, from increasing nationalistic feeling in post-war China.

5. Communist Influence. There is no question but that Communist influence in

post-war China will continue as a factor to be reckoned with. During these war

years, the Communist Movement in China has certa:lnly been more oriented toward

Chinese nationalism than toward the Third Internationale. It is questionable

whether Chinese Communism ever was really of the Russian pattern, or dedicated o

V^orld Revolution* China has neither the political and religious autocracy nor the

gr'^at extremes of wealth and poverty, out of which Russian communism grew. And
_

especially since Chinese Communism has gone through the experiences of the past six

or seven years, it is not likely that in future it will turn from being an

essentially Chinese movement toward political connections with Russia and World

Revolution*

It seems to me more likely that the Communist Movement in China will

a wholesome cheek on political tendencies toward autocracy and fascism. It will

probably establish itself as a second political p-rty, ')*ioh is praetioally what it

founts to at present. It is true that a "Gallup roll" taken recently by a newspaper

in a snsll city in Free China indicated an 86% vote in favor of a one-pr.rty political

set-up in post-war China. But I think this can hardly be indicative of the

realities in the situation. In any case, Communist influence will surely

itself felt in a demand for a ohanoe for the common man, fair distribution of the

rewards of industry and labor , and nass education. It has already done much to make

the common people oonsoious of their place and their responsibilities as parts of the

Chinese nation, and to make people all over China more conscious of the value of the

common people, and the dignity of labor, All this is in line with some of the

fundamental teachings of Christ - his emphasis on the brotherhood of man and the

infinite value of human personality. This spreading through Communism of ideas and

Ideals which are in harmony with the teachings of Christianity took pl"ce even when

Communism was openly antagonistic to religion. There are grounds in China
^

present for the hope that Comm.unist Influence there will not in future be actively

anti^Chri stlan.

II. Economic Impoverl shment

1, Recovery. In spite of the fact that China has suffered invasion of her ov^

soil, and tremendous destruction of cities, towns and villages d^lng six years of

fighting, China will probably be able to recover more rapidly, when war is ov,r,

than man; other countries. For this she will have to thank the faot_that she is so

largely an agricultural country and had comparatively little modern industry to

destroy. Her wealth is in the good earth, and war has not destroyed that. Her

losses in agricultural Implements, great as they have been for individuals, are

nevertheless losses of comparatively simple, inexpensive and easily rep ao . .

things. Even taking account of her city losses - industrial machinery, railro.
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stock, ships, buildings, etc, - the destruction in terms of the nation’s economic

wealth is small as compared with that in more highly industrialized countries# She

lost less because sho had less to lose*

After the war she can begin again the economic development she had only got

a fair start on when war began. As a matter of fpct, this development is not

waiting for the end of the war. Industry, transportation, communications, mining,

improved agriculture - all are already started in a small way in free China, ready

for the expansion which peace wdll make possible*

Gf course, all this will take capital, and one cannot avoid the question:^

"Will there be capital available, eith*^r in China or in foreign countries, to in-

vest in economic rehabilitation in China?" T. V* Soong estimates that China will

need from five to ten billions of dollars in foreign credits* There are indica-

tions that American financial investment, management and technical assistance will

be warmly welcomed* Whether the needed funds will be forthcoming or not is a

question far beyond the depth of the writer of this paper* But even a Ivxyinan can

see that the problem of economic reconstruction in China, with her vast agricultural

and mineral resources, her eager determination for modern development and

industrialization, and her unlimited market for her own products and those^of other

countries who can sell to her, is not such a hard problem to solve as it w'ill be

in many other countries after the war*

Moreover, the fact that China’s political structure is Intact, and can begin

at once to function again in the invaded area, os well as in West China, once the

invader is driven out, makes speedy economic recovery much more possible than in

countries which have lost their political integrity*

2. Disbanded Armies. In common with other warring nations, China wdll have

the problem of the re-absorption of millions of men ncwunder arms into civilian

life. The numbers involved this time will be greater than in Chino’s civil wars

of recent years; but because China is going to have a more stable and better

unified government to meet the probl'^ms of post*rwar rehabilitation, there is hope

that this problem can be solved with less lawlessness, banditry and preying on the

civil population than has sometimes attended the demobilization of troops* Moreover,

China’s soldiers today, both in Kuomintang and in Communist armies, are men of

somewhjit better caliber than the mercenaries who used to fight under this warlord

and that, with no loyalty to their leaders, no conception of national government,

no Idea of patriotism* The army which China has to disband this time will not be

just a predatory horde of bandits and criminals* Demobilization and absorption of

soldiers into the peace time economy will present serious problems, but in the light

of the groat agricultural and industrial development which is certain to follow the

war, one can hope that it will not prove insoluble*

3* Economic Situation and the Church. The economic situation in which the

Christian movement will find Itself after the war, both at first v/hen poverty is

widespread, and later, as the country returns to a more normal basis of living, will

very greatly affect the Church. This Is a subject far too complicated for dis-

cussion here* l^r-* J* Merle Davisb paper prepared for the Department of Social and

Economic Research of the International Missionary Council states the problems and

indicates the guiding principles by which we should seek to avoid in future

dependence on subsidy from the church in the IVest, and to build a church rooted

in the economic soil of China* This will not prove an easy task, and our past

sins will rise up to haunt us, but at least there ere certain things which we know

now, and happy are we if we do them*
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triumphant demonstration of its faith in the things that are unseen and eternal.

The suffering through which Christians went in their flight from the invaded areas,

the hardships they encountered in West China, the tragedy of the occupied areas, -

all >^ve deepened the faith of the Church and given her a greater hold on spiritual

verities than ever before. She can say with St. Paul: "I know Him Vfliom I have

believed." Even the cutting off of help from the church in America and Europe, both

in personnel and in funds, has surely resulted In greater self-reliance and in

greater reliance on God on the part of the churches in occupied China than was the

case before America became involved in the war»

The war years have brought to completion the "indigenisation" or naturaliza-

tion" of the Christian Church in China, which was gradually being achieved even

before the war. Surely the Church will have to endure no longer the stigma of being

a "foreign religion." Her roots are firmly planted now in the soil of China, and

neither in Froe China nor in occupied areas does one hear of anti-Chri stian

agitation. The war service of the Church - missionaries and Chinese Christians -

his even overcome in large measure the indifference tovnrd tho Christian message

that used to characterize so many, especially of China’s better educated, more

substantial people. In the West there are open doors on every hand, and in the

occupied areas doors that are now closed will be opened wdde, as soon as the many

adversaries are removed.

V. Attitude toward Christi.anity and Missions

Not only on the part of people of all sorts is there a friendly attitude

toward Christianity. The Chinese Government has openly recognized the Church,

removed the government restrictions placed some years ago on tho teaching of

religion in church schools, and sought the co-operation of the Church and of

Christian institutions in many projects for bringing more abundant life to the

people of China. Not all of these projects are just "social service projects:

some are definitely spiritual and religious in nature.

All in all, the new life in China, the hopeful attitude of her people, the

certainty that they can maintain political stability and achieve economic

rehabilitation with comparative speed, once the war is over, offer an xinprecedented

opportunity to the Christian Church in China and to tho churches in America who co-

operate with that Church through their missionary enterprises,

"BEHCLD, I HAVE SET BEFORE THEE AN OPEN DOOR."

PAPER FOR FAR E^'iSTERN CONl'EPvENCS

March 11-13/ 19^3



EVANGELISM IN FOST«-V,'AR CHINA - II A

W* C* Merwin

I, Co*Workers with the Church

The Christian movement in occupied China is now under the complete control of

the Chinese. That is an objective towards which we have been moving for

and evertLugh the control my not he completely -tisfactory.
^

that we should do nothing to change that situation as we res^e our

of those whose hope it has been for many years that we evangelistic missiona i_

at leasL might eventually do our work under the Chinese church, and I am convinced

that if China is to be evangeliied the church must be paramount.

Our Place in the future should be that of colleagues and co-workers with the

Chinese. We must be especially tactful as wa resume work lest we even ^eem to resume

control, a control we had in large
;e"p:ti:nr:^d"r 3 strain our

do - perhaps more, but it must be done in full cooperation with and within the

program of the Chinese church.

II. New Vfork

There is and will be a great need and opportunity for new work in China.

If the church takes a controlling part in administration

arle7will be released from organisational and institutional duties

our evangelistic activities, although the church may continue to
f

""

such tasL. Some stations can probably carry on with fewer workers than i" P^e

7st ! mLt will probably have to - and some of us may be released for new fields.

Lpecially if it is possible to achieve what has been an aim in some areas or years

and to trLsfer some stations to the administration of the church.

It is mv firm conviction, however, that all new work should be undertaken by

the church! The primary respoisibility for the work of evangelism

:h:i:^i:.ikrc^?ne:r;e :nr7u .?p .th

!hu7hfanrb;gu^"wTth‘'chinrsI f7d|mis sionary workers f

,

basis of equality, especially
^nany of the errors we

much greater chance of success, the possibility g much greater
have Lde in the past. - and of -w ones, of cours - and^ m^^^^

appeal to able leadership within the church = ^ght
outside the church. New work may not be possible on any other basis. 6

do 7rde a real disservice by undertaking it on a purely mission basis.

III. Special Types of Evangelism

It is probable that there will be unusual opportunity =

rrrefhL^ve^'tLrinran/a^lluIh^^fb^ the '
gene ra 1 pr ogram
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of the church and in fullest cooperation vdth it* There will be need for men of

consecration and sympathetic understanding to bring the appeal and challenge of the

Christian message to the students of China • not only the students of our Christian

schools, but even more to those in government and private institutions* I am con*

vinced from personal exp*=rienoe that there is a tremendous opportunity here for

reaching some of the most promising of China’s future leaders*

Similarly there should be an increased opportunity for missionaries to cultivate

a deeper relationship than mere courtesy requires with men in official lifo; many
of them now men of high ideals and desirous of the best for their peopl--^, often

seeking for light in spiritual matters, not a few nominally Christian but with no

effective church relationship* Wo have to a large extent mgleoted merchants and

artisans in the past, and there might well be scope for special efforts on the part

of missionaries to reach them* In all work of this sort we missionaries shall

undoubtedly be in a position of great opportunity, provided that peace settlements

are not bungled, for there will be an openness and friendliness, especially toA'ards

Americans, on the part of Chinese of all classes, but especially among the educated

and officials, such as there has never been before* We shall need, of course, to

guard very carefully against misuse of our special standing or acceptance of our

message only on those grounds rather than because of its own value, but we shall have

an entree which we have not had before* Most of us have had pleasant relations in

the past with officials and merchants, often on the basis of formality or friend^

ship* Now we need to use our opportunity to press home Christian truth*

IV • Our Relationship to the Old Work

Not only will there be new opportunities and new work, but there will continue
to be the work that has been going on and in which we sliall have a very real share*

I myself have hoped and urged for many years that we might undertake more intensive

work* There is room for the program of extension, but to follow it exclusively is

wasteful and not productive of a strong church* It will be for the church to

decide, but there is surely much wisdom in the advice of those who have urged that
we must endeavor to build up the church in small areas so that it is strong enough
to achieve self-support and to have a share in the forward program of evangelism#

We can continue to give very real and much needed help in the training program*
I shall continue to hop*' that our Chinese leaders will have an increasingly larger
share in that, but most of us have had the advantage of special training in rrepara*
tion for our work and on furloughs and have wider experience in the church and
ocquaintanoe with religious literature than most of our Chinese colleagues* The
church in China does not have enough well-trained leaders, lay or professional, end
we ought to be able to helo even more than in the past in the work of training, both
in formal classes or institutes in Bible study and church methods and in the informal
opportunities we have to help our Christian friends in their thinking, reading,
and devotional lives*

The whole Christian program in China will necessarily be affected by the vast
program of rehabilitation that will follow the war* Without losing our distinctive
message or lessening our efforts in the field of evangelism, we should have some part
in and support the movements that will be making for the improvement of life in
China* The vhole question of self-support in the church is vitally linked up with
the economic problem, and there are very great possibilities for the church and the
general community in such methods as those enployed in the Lord’s Acre plan, in
cooperatives, and in similar plans which have already been of great value in the
church in some areas* Some of the possibilities have been brought to light by the
work of Kagawa, for oxan^le, and we missionaries with our wider reading and
experience might do much to help.
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Finally, I feel that ve can do much for the cause of Christ in China by

personal friendship and example. We know the animosities and lealousies th.t ha

stood much in the my of more effective Chinese leadership. By a fellowship with

!!cfother and w?th our Chinese friends thit shall transcend our deferences and

^tand on the solid rock of brotherhood in Christ and sonship

to build UD the true church of God In China. Our experior/^es in this mr period

Lve dLpoLd our own spiritual lives and our ^
of the message of redemption. In my own experience on the field I have f=lt that

I have been -able to help most im personal talks with leaders and church people

who have come to me with their problems.

There is much that we can do now to prepare ourselv-s, and when tho time c^es

for us to return to the scenes and the friends that are so dear ^

^

In a soirit of deepest Christian humility, eager to share with our ^^riends the

riches of grace we have received, to work together with them in ^
upbuilding of the church and tho Kingdom, and to learn of them as they have grovn

in grace through these years of trial.

PAPER FOR FAR El'-STERIJ COIIPEREIiCB

Harch 11-lj), 19^5



THE FUTURE OF MEDICAL l-IIESIOI^'ARY YvORK IN ClilNA - IIB,

Nathaniel Bercovits, M.D*

As we meet in conference at this time* ve wish first of all to record* as did

the Ul missionary doctors and more than nurses on the ’Gripsholm » our conviction

as to the continuing importance of medical missionary work in China*

We would recommend:

(1) A study of the medical situation as may bo reasonably expected to exist

after the war in fields where there have b-en Presbyterian Mission hospitals,

training schools for nurses# and m^^dical schools# and then dot*'rmine tentatively

which of th'^se institutions should be re-op-^ned* As this study is made, the

relation to other hospitals in the area, th'“ nc-seds in the field, and changing

conditions generally should be considered. Many of us doctors have serious doubts

as to the wisdom of re-opening all the hospitals and running them on the same basis

as before*

(2) It is also recommended that, as ro-occupation of the fields is considered,

full consideration be given to the carrying on of rural work, establishment of

maV^rnity centers, etc, in connection with the rural churches in these areas*

it is also recommended that these hospitals be prepared to become approved hospitals

for the training of internes*

(3) It is also recommended that the Board give serious consideration to the

opening of new work in unoccupied China* Wo may well ask ourselves: ^d not our

work become too static? Are there not now regions to be occupied for the Kingdom ot

God?

Note: In this connection, several things should be considered:

(a) The length of time before it may be possible to return to

the old fields*

(b) The appalling need of medical work in Free China*

(c) The number of missionary doctors and nurses who are here

in this country who would be available for such work*

(d) In case this should be considered, it would be recommended

that this work be largely of a mobile nature, at the

beginning at least*

(e) It is urged that much training of nurses and training in

mid-wifery be given in Free China*

(U) We approve a close cooperation between mission hospitals and local medical

agencies in all matters pertaining to public health, sanitation, oto.

We also approve a very close relationship between the mission hospitals and the

Iccal church* and this conference wishes to go on record as favoring everything

which will further the work of the hospital as a true part of the missionary

enterprise*
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We also wish to call attention to the fact that the medical missionary of the

future will be one who will be able to got along with his Chinese colleagues and who

will be able to adapt himself to changed conditions in China. He will have to

be prepared to cooperate closely with tho Chinese church and with Chinese medical

men. The necessary ad.iustments for this may be difficult in f

^

all be part of the work itself) and the final results in the growth of the Christian

church as well as in the medical work done, will undoubtedly bo even greater than

those of the joars gono by.

There will be questions of management, such as Chinese superintendents and

boards of directors and the like, a^d this conference wishes to state that these

problems will all receive sympathetic consideration when they arise.

It is also strongly recommended that the continued operation of Christian

medical schools be approved. Tho matter of medical schools will have to be a

subject of sneoial study when the situation is more clarified, but tentatively at

least, any help and support which can be given to medical schools in Free China is

approved.

5, We recommend the appointment of new doctors and nurses at this time and

also recommend that as soon as their training is completed, those not in military

service be sent to the language school in Berkeley vdth full status as missionaries

on furlough.

Note, In this connection it might be well to point out that because of the

demands of the armed forces on the men doctors, it is probable that tho large

proportion of doctors who arc available at the present time will be women. However,

enough places for men doctors should be left vacant and available to men upon being

demobilized so that the right proportion between men and women doctors will be

maintained.

6. We also recommend that a sum of |?00, 000.00 be placed in the budget of the

Board to be raised within the next two years for the purposes of rehabilitation of

the nBdical work in China; and that this be on the preferred pr oporty list of

the Board, based on estimates to be given by the missions. This will include

buildings and equipment, with due consideration to existing prices.

It is recommended that this amount be divided among the hospitals as will

needed after careful studies are made by the China Council and Missions after the

war is over.

It is also recommended that a sum of $100,000.00 be placed in the budget of

the Board annually for m-'dical work in Free China.

While by tho very nature of things the world over, many of the conclusions

reached in this conference can only be tentative, ti".ey can point the way to tho

lines to be followed in the future. Our prayer is that better days may come soon.

PAPER FOR FAR EAST COIJFEREKCE

March 11-15# ^9^5



CHINA

THE TASK IK SECONDAEY AND ADULT EDUCATION - IIC

Archio Crouoh

The most important task is to remember the purpose of our

to imke the saving knowledge of Jesus Christ known to the

these Christians together into self-propagating, self-sustaining and s
g ^

g

Chu^ctaf. The moment a missionary loses sight of that

useless as a Christian missionary but the becomes a liability on the books of

Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions*

objectives in view. However, there is one task which is common to -11 the phas-s

of both secondary and adult education*

wTtrt;eir'\^ Litfrfin'chines" ;t'fthe'coZn

speech or say a prayer intelligently. The China wg go back to is going to appr cia

missionarles^whoV^ acquainted v/ith Chinese culture. There will

sympathy for "little Americas" in the shape of huge compounds where missionaries

live shut off from Chinese life.

This is a hard task-.-a task more important now than it has ever been before.

It is going to demand forethought, constant study and a divine to mk

adaptations. In this respect it will be better for the Church bniversal to have a

fL able emissaries of the Gospel than to have a lot of missionari s with a faith

pressure so low that it does not drive them on to high achievement.

It is difficult to forecast the relationship of foreign ^rsormel to secondary

schools. It is quite probable, ho^^over, that Christian secondary schools l^ill b.

adliinistared b^ ?he ChLch of Christ in China through Boards of

largely of Christian pastors and progressive lay Christians. As such,

invite^missionaries to teach in certain departments as regular members of the school

facultie s.

The special task here is to maintain the very highest standards of Christian

teaching. We cannot possibly be content with some of the slipshod classroom wor

that ha! been excused in the past because "of the pressure of general mission work.

The Christian faith cannot be very highly r. commended to the students of hica

unless it exemplifies the very best in eveby field of endeavor. For instance, i

Christian missionary is teaching a foreign language requirement, his students ought

to make the best records in language from every angle of achievement measurements.

The same should go for every other specific field of endeavor undertaken by

missionaries in secondary schools.

The missionary will bo invited to participate in various phases of school

life outside of pure classroom work. Ho will almost certainly be asked to be a

member of the committoe on Christian Education and to take part in the

program for the students. He may booome a mf:mber of the committee on School Health
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and Sanitation. He will be askrd to aid in self help projects for the students and

to offer advice and service for an innumerable list of altruistic enterpriaes. To

whatever task the missionary applies himself he must bring the very best so that

the Christiftn religion will recommend Itself through what it does to make life more

abundant for everything it touches.

The special tasks in adult education will be directly connected with both the

government and the Church* There will be some districts ixt v^iich the government

wi.ll take the responsibility for programs of adult education. When the invitation

is made for help in such programs It will be the special task of somo of our

personnel to bring the very best of his experience and intelligence into the job*

An essential task in adult education which will be entirely in the hands of

tho Chinese Church will be the training of lay leaders* Such training will include

Bible study* Music (instrumental and vocal and direction, of mass singing)* Principles

of Community Leadership, Principles of Public Health end the development of some

special manual skill for which tho individual is naturally adapted, such as some

phase of agriculture or homo industry*

Programs of adult education sponsored by cither tho government or the Church

will call for many kinds of experts. A few fields demanding expert educationalists

mipjit be mentioned by way of illustrationi (l) literacy classes (2) agricultural

development (3) public health (U) home making (5) co-operative enterprise

(6) home and community industry (7) leadership training.

One of the special tasks without which none of the others can be accomplished

is the preparation, distribution and constant revision of literature and teaching

aids. Nine-tenths of our work is going to be with people who can read or who are

learning to read. A progressive program in any field of education demands a

constant supply of such materials. Much of the literature wdll have to be new---

written on the spot for specific tasks. Some can be translated. All of it will

need r-*vision from time to time.

The most important teaching aid outside the field of literature is the audio-

visual, the "talkie." We ought to make extensive use of this in both secondary and

adult education so that we can got tho maximum results with minimum personnel. Since

that field is comparatively now in America, outside the field of entertainment,

there is not very much of a background to build on. Howev.-^r, our material woul

have to be made in China with a Chinese background. The day of th'- lantern

did not go out with longtailed, blockcoated missionaries. It is one of the most

powerful teaching tools and will need a trained personnel to prepare and distribute

it.

We will be in China as guests in a proud and resourceful country. We must go

back in a humble spirit of Christian service not to run thinp, but to be

essential parts to help the Christian Church in China achieve that gpl of self-

propagation, self -sustenance and self-gov-rnm^^nt. To take special plaps will e

needed men and women endowed with faith and ability that wiU enable them to do

each particular job in such a masterful way that the Christian relipon wi

recommend itself both by the way it compels people to do a job and by tho way it

saves souls.

PAP3R FOR FAR EAST COl^FERENCE

Ilarch 11 -13 , Dh3



CHINA

STJG3ESII0MS FOh POST-WAh CmSTIAli HIGHER EDUCATIOM - II D

Howoll Lair

Function

To provide trained leadership for the growing Christian ohuroh. and for the

long period of reconstruction in post-war China.

Numbor of Institutions

,, , , petablishment, or reestablishment of as many
Provision should be made for

growing Christian community,

colleges and universities ^ ^ folloiAhat these institutions
The present number is not too mcny.

though existing or surviving plants

necessarily he located where with regard to

should be efficiently used* ^ ^ n nWl tvoe of work they are to do.

the constituency to be served and the special type ol woric y

Standards

There will probably be a tendenoy on the part of the

introdtre s^ort-Lt courses, particularly in professional schools.

The Christian institutions of necessity

rb^tT-rr^'n
ing should therefore be of first class aoadenuo standard

They should be distinotlvely^giristla
| ^eo^r^d^^ard lfintfiled‘'by“tte^rhr Jrtian

existence. Christian charnc e
.

trativo staffs. Curriculum courses in religion

character of the teaching and
function, but the religious

and attendance at
depend on these things much less than

Character and influence of the school wa
life on the part of the

on the religious atmosphere created by a vital Christian

staff

.

Cor relati on

-,.3 hp thP time reallv to effect a correlated program*

to meet sneoial needs which may arlBO.

There should be more real pooling
''

certainly room for more than one type of institution.

cooperation and differing emnhases will be facilitated by better r«ans of

travel and easier exchange of students and sta .

Courses

Curricula need not follow established
^

neev the urgent and vital neods of the oommunitie



(The special courses in Rural Service, Nursing, iiedical Social Service,

Premedical Science, Pharmacy, and Uboratory Technique, are recommended for con-

tinuation in addition to regular college work)

Professional schools for the training of religious workers, doctors, and nurses.

There are mutual advantages in heaving theological colleges affiliated with

a university#

The Mission hospitals will continue to look to Christian Medical Schools for

their professional staff*

Nursing schools should be organized as a part of the general education

program of a university#

Staff

Among the qualifications for appointment to the staff should be,-*

Dynamic Christian character, and the motive of service#

Thorough training in the particular professional field.

Ability to work with others, and to work under presidents, deans,

and heads of departments who will be largely Chinese.

Efforts should be made to conserve the missionary staff now marooned in the

homelands and prevent them from being permanently sidetracked into other types of

work.

Reinforcements should be sought, with great care, where possible the

of capable Chinese leaders should be secured on candidates for appointment

appointed can be sent to the language school.

judgment

« Those

^revision should be mde for much needed furloughs for those now under heavy

strain on the field.

Support

We can't wait till the war is over to begin planning the rehabilitation of th

colleges, and raising the money for it.

Large sums will be needed. Buildings may be destroyed. Those not destroyed

will need reconditioning. Equipment will almost certainly be gone.

Operating costs will be higher. Salaries will need to be hipjier

be needed for investigation and roscKrch and for new projects to mee

Much of this increased cost must be sought abroad*

. Funds vdll

n-3w conditions

Subsidies from the government and other Chinese

secured but not on conditions which might impair the

institutions.

sources must be sought and

Christian character of the

Scholarships

No worthy student should be denied the opportunity of a Christian education

because of lack of funds. More and lurgor scholarships should ^
They might well be administered by joint mission or church and university committees.
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This should insure that recipients wore both inter.^strd in the Christian enterprise

and had scholasliic ability#

Relation to the Governinont and to the Missions

There should be increasing oocperation with government

chi^t^Td\L"rfLlu^r^e't r:Lri:n:hip°Seen the university

and the supporting Missions#

Direct mission control in field boards of
^eloUogcs

Td^ni^rsifits dS^cfly'ird'vitril'n^egrt^d^rit^ the total Christian enterprise.

Now is the time to prepare for wtet may wall bo the greatest opportunity for

sorvloa that the Christian church has known.

PAPER FOR FAR BilSTERK COHFSREHCE
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CHINA

TASK OF MISSIONARIES IN SPECIAL TYPES OF SERVICE -HE
G* Gordon Mahy, Jr*

In planning for the resumption of mission work on a new basis, what do you

visualise as the special task for missionaries?

E* In other types of service?

As suggestive of some of the possible new or as yet undeveloped avenues of

missionary service which may be initiated or more fully carried out with the re-

sumption of mission work in China, tho following are presented:

1. Projects which will permit more complete coordination of evangelism, edu-

cation and medicine, the "model village", informal schools such as long and short-

term lay leadership classes or opportunity schools, extension departments of

schools and universities*

2* Visual education*

3# Radio broadcasting*

1;, The encouragement of new and indigenous forms of art, architecture,

music, worship materials, etc.

5. The development of regional literature and religious education materials #

1. The first of these suggestions is offered to supplement what Kas gone be-

fore in the discussions of evangelism, education and medicine per se, as a cor-

rective for tho tendency which every missionary recognizes toward the rigid depart-

mentalization of his work. Dr, Ralph Felton after his return from several years of

very effective advisory service in tho Far East emphasized this unfortunate tendency

in an address before the students of Drew on the subject. The Next Ten Years in

Missions." However much benefit may derive from specialization in any one oi the

forms of service, there are values to be gained by an effort to pool these social-

ties in solving a common problem. One of the first realizations of these values

came to many of us in China with the influx of refugees who constituted a new pro-

blem outside of the routine of station work, and one to viiich cooperative attention

had to be given. Due to the force of circumstances the growth of tho Christian

movement in China In the past has been mission centered. Now for tho first time i

can be and should be village-centered with a consequent hope for a much swifter

and sounder growth. If so it will more than ever call for a closer working to-

gether of the three traditional departments of our work, and this can more readily

be done in informal than in formal education, namely through lay leadership

classes, opportunity schools, or through the extension departments which may well

be a part of the program of every formal school or college,

2. Visual education received a tremendous impetus in China with the establish-

ment of the Filmstrip Service of the North China Christian Rural Service Union.
^

The

fact that this service had a mushroom grewth under most adverse war conditions in-

dicated that it had mot for tho first time the longfolt need for pictures that were

inexpensive enough and indigenous enough to be really effective. The cost and the

cumber someness of moving pictures and the stereoptican made thorn out of the

question for anything but institutional or urban use, but the film strip, using
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as its material fresh and tinely native- subjects and quick and easy to reproduce

could be taken into the most remote country village, whore of course, its newness

made it doubly effective# The Filmstrip Service bade fair to do its work on the

same national scale as the Christian Literature Society, and it was an able

supplement to the latter by reproducing its literature on strips of film and thus

giving it much wider advertisement# This was especially true of a fine series of

illustrated Bible story books for children. Dr. V/infield, who was directing the

special agricultural project of Cheeloo and Tenohing Universities was depending

upon the film strip as one of the chief moans for the teaching of his discoveries

to the villagers, There is every reason to believe that a cooperative venture of

those interested in visual education such as that of the North China Christian

Service Union will make great strides after the war and be one of the finest new

ways of spreading the gospel*

3* Along with the progress in visual education lie the possibilities still

largely unrealized in radio broadcasting* The widespread us© of the radio all

through Eastern China before the war, especially of the radio on the street, in-

dicates that it waits only the cessation of hostilities to be the primary factor

in mass education. “Whatever the hope may be for religious programs over the

national networks which v.111 undoubtedly spring up, or whatever the hope may be

for further Christian broadcasting stations like the famous one in Shangjiai, there

are great possibilities for local broadcasting units, operating from schools such

as that of the American Board school in Peking, and these should be looked forward
to as a distinct field of missionary service*

It* Throughout many of the churches of North China, ©specially those vhioh
sprang up during the revival movement, there came into common use a new type of

Christian music or scriptxire songs to folk tunes, which were of the utmost religious
and educational value. T/'Tith the encouragement of the National Christian Council of
Religious Education some of these songs were collected and were on the eve of pub-
lication when the war broke out. There would be thus available to the -whole

Christian church in China a rich vein of worship material. It would seem that the

discovery and making available to the church all such material would be a definite
and recognized service ^hich the missionary body might develop cooperatively.

5* Mention has just been made of making local material more revadily available
for the church at large. Plans for effective service must also pay heed to the
very opposite need, namely that of supplementing the iraterial which comes from a
national agency with that v^ieh is more applicable to local problems. This need
has been proven over and over again by the unsuccessful attempts to adapt materials
to areas other than that in which they were originally prepared. Local printing
presses could be used to much greater advantage without hindering the use of the
best available material prepared by the larger cooperative literature societies and
publishing houses.

Paper prepared for Far Eastern Conference - March II-I3 , 19^3



CHURCH»MS$ION REUTIONSHIPS IN REOCCUPATION« III

Merrill S* Ady

Vi^ith the Chinese Church now assuming full responsibility for the work, in
reoccupatlon what should be

1* The relation of the missionary to the Chinese Church?
The place and organization of the mission?

3* The relation of the Board and China Council to the General Assembly
of the Church of Christ in China?

ii* The relation of China Council to the missions?

This question recognizes a situation which sets terms for our inquiry. The
Chinese Church, which has for many years been in the process of assuming responsi-
bility for the workj, has now assumed full responsibility* We regard this maturing
of responsibility as providential, an arrival at a long sought goal* In any re-
occupation, therefore, the relation of Church and Mission will be different in
degree, if not entirely in kind, from pre-war experienoOf

We should establish as a principle that it is the first purpose and function
of the Mission to enhance the Churches sense of this responsibility, to contribute
to the building of its Christian content and to support the maintenance of its drive*
Conversely, we set ourselves the task of enhancing the life and growth of the Church
without weakening or infringing in any way upon the continued development of direct
and primary responsibility for the Christian cause in China by the Church* The
Mission is no longer the prime mover, but is ancillary to the Church, and any
departure from this principle of subordination can only represent the disagreement
of brethren or a break in fellowship,

T/e may be confronted by either or both of two complicating possibilities in
the attitude of the Church Itself* The first may be an attitude in vdiich the Church
will feel its responsibility under the aspect of its authority, and will frown upon
any mission activity which is not subject to the authorization of the Church, if not
actually under its jurisdiction. In a word it may not bo possible to work in China
except as the work is given status by being a part of the work of the Chinese Church*
It is by no means certain that this Is not quite right. The second possibility
is that, while maintaining the semblance of responsible authority, there may be a
tendency in parts of the Church to relapse from full responsibility#

The missions and missionaries must set themselves purposively and continuously
against the possibility of contributing to such a lapse, or acquiescing in it*

Perhaps we should raise here the specific question as to whether the mission
is to retain any independence of action. In one school of thought there may remain
a conviction that w'e should retain a comparatively full initiative to follow pressing
needs and opportunities wherever they may beckon or lead. This would be particularly
inviting if at some point we were to feel that we had arrived at a stall or stalemate
with the Church# To the contrary it may be affirmed that with the rise of the
Church we are concerned with the one ecumenical Church, and that the responsibility
which It has assumed puts us under obligation to find full expression of our duties
through its channels. Christian comity would seem to prescribe it* If we function
fully as ChristianBwe need not fear failure to lead the Church into our major
insights* In the event that we may disagree, just how far should we assume or
continue to assume the superiority of our Western judgment?
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As a corollary of this consideration wo may have to examine some Mission-

Institution relationships, and question whether or how long the ttission

directly in relationship to some of the institutions, or if it should be the Ohuroh

which acts in place of its mission auxiliary*

I, The Relation of the missionary to the Chinese Church

While on. the field the missionary is entirely identified with the responsible

field mgenoy, ii\hich is "the Shurch or an institutional Board, and is responsible

to it- His assignment as field pastor, secretary, teacher or special worker derives

from the Shurch or Board, and must normally rise out of direct request for ^rsonnel

assistance. In one sense the question here is less that of rolstionship to the

Church than it is that of relationship to our own Board of Foreign Missions and the

mission organization, which is responsible for recruiting the missionary, support-

ing him, and continuing or terminating his appointment#

We have had experience in the South China Mission with an "Allocation of

Workers” agreement, under which most of the mission personnel has received and held

its assignments. This agreement has been in operation for more than a decade,

governing the place, duties and conditions of the service of the missionary under

the Church or Board. Any valid criticism of the procedure would rest chiefly upon

the failure of meticulous adherence to its provisions. It does make clear the

status of the missionary and the field authority under which he works. We have had

a very happy experience in South China of the ready assimilation of the missionary

to the national staff, with a minimum of friction or of deferring to us other than

through such confidence as we have won.

A critical point in the problem of mission personnel may well prove to be in

recruiting. The principle is granted that missionaries come to the field by request

of the Church to fill its assignments. The Church has consistently wanted more

missionaries. Its formulation of personnel requests has not been sufficiently

continuous, detailed or foresightod to meet the processes of Mission, Chim Council

and Board personnel lists. This can be corrected by closer conference between

Church and Mission. The Church, accepting the Mission as something which has been

with it from its local origin, has been slow to appreciate some of the limitations

under which the Missions and missionaries v/ork.

Possibly this is the place to inject a note with reference to the field

training of new mission personnel. Should not the Church be invited, or presse ,

to undertake a much more direct responsibility in the language and oth-^r ear y

training of new missionaries. In large measure we become the tools that the Churen

makes of us. We need a closer assimilation to the Chinese, and the striking of our

first roots into the national Christian soil. This consideration may well increase

in importance*

II, The Place and Organization of the Mission

It is the nature of the Mission to decrease with the increase of the Church.

This does not suggest withdrawal. China will need for an indefinite period all

the resources which the Western Church can supply* But the Mission should become

relatively inconspicuous as it works in and through the Church. In keeping with this

Mission procedures must be such as not to consume the energies of Mission personnel,

nor such as to distract the Church. The Mission has a continuing place as a con-

sultative and fellowship group, with streamlined organizational functions.

The experience of the South China Mission may bo pertinent here. It was one

of the first missions to surrender the earlier, cumbersome procedures, and to carry
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on its business through an executive committee, with a shortened ndssion meeting

hearing reports, discussing policy for formulations by the executive body, and

holding elections. Later the mission reduced the size of its executive group and

elected an executive secretary, in latest practico m:^de chairman as well. We may

be warranted in looking for a further development of this office, not as a con*

oentration of power but as a "nailing down of responsibility with continuity, buch

an officer has a continuous function as personnel officer (and with the mission

conceived as a fellowship group it may well approach a pastoral function}, is

responsible for close liaison with Church and institutions and for connected, co-

ordinated planning. He is a focus point for the thinking missionaries and

the Church. With his proper functioning as liaison officer difficulties such as

that of the Church with its personnel requests should disappear. In oouth China

the executive secretary is also the China Council member, with the vice-chairman

as alternate*

This is the place for a word about our stations. The mission was once an

organization of station units. These units are losing their meaning except as places

whore missionaries happen to live and work, because earlier station functions have

given way to the Church and Boards of Directors. Like the mission the station

Ls become a personnel group, never to be emphasized in contradistinction to the

Church. We may best consider the station as a fellowship in service, expanding

its fellowship through the Church. If wo approach the point where personnel

becomes more mobile and different sending bodies pool their personnel in the Church,

the disappearance of the station as a unit of mission organization will become even

more apparent*

III, The Relationship of the Board and China Council to the General Assembly

of the Church of Christ In China

There was a time v/hen the Kwangtung Synod of the Church of Christ in China

wished to by-pass the Mission and establish a direct relationship to our own

General Assembly by which it could state its condition, devolopmont and needs.

Curiously enough it was also trying to by-pass its own General Assembly:

it did not feel that the latter was yot a fully significant organization. The

endeavor was unreasonable: our Board pointod out that the Mission was the agency

through which communication was 'stablished, the matter came to noughtand tension

presently eased* Subsequent reflection leads to the belief that in spite of

gaucheries of approach a genuine point ms.y have been involved. The time has come

to realize that we are concerned with the relation of two parts of one groat Church,

and that we have to emphasize the directness and closeness of their re^tions

The point where this relationship should appear clearly is China Council.^ Financl

and personnel assistance between our Churches should not pass through a mission

field agency lower than China Council. We are trying to think of China as ^

and our resources should be at the disposal of those best able to balance and deal

with the master plans. This should tend to guarantee the use of those ^^^o^ces

in plans for advance rather/f'or their absorption in maintaining any local status quoj

If the "Project Plan" is to be worked, this is almost certainly the best channe ,

and distinctly preferable to those which have been evolved to date.

IV. The Relation of China Council to the Missions

China Council has done much to coordinate and balance the work of the China

Missions. It has given a much larger perspective. Its importance as a cen ra

agency will not diminish; rather its function in liaison and planning with General

Assembly will grow, and it may neod to detail a secretary for this specific duty*

It should stand much nearer to the inside of the Church than it has at any ime up



to the present. Suggestions referred to above will resuU

detail work rising from the missions as suoh. Coordination will go o ,

IncreLlngly as a direct coordimtion with the Church. Personnel assxgn^nts as

well as t^Lfer of funds will normally be made to General Assembly or its Board of

HatLnal Missions rather than to Synods and Presbyteries. Our task as ^
aim cLoil and the Missions will be to mintain our f ® Tup the

’

however, is working under the Church or Boards of »T<=tors. In this set-up tho^

Mission tends to disappear except as a consulting body
“Tftl^for^smh business as

Mission will no doubt retain an executive committee or council for such business

r :: ^s SculLrly mission business, with an executive P-^nffs L
by it and subject to its motion for recall, but taking his appointment as an

officer of China Council*

The above suggestions are made with the constant purpose of recogni sing and

Recapitulation of important points?

1. The Church Is the primary and central interest.

2. The Mission is no '*thing-in-itself but is subordinit

to the Chiroh*
.

_ . . ,

k. The field responsibility of tho individual missionary is

to the Church or Board of Directors to which he is assigned,

u. The Mission and Station organizations are in process o

5t'"ThrSeBbyterian Church nnots the Church of Christ in Chim

at a specific point, through the China Council*

PAPSR FOR FAR EA.STHRII CONFERBITCE
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CKINA • Dlscusaion

Reisehauen I have two questions I would like to asks In the first plaeo in

r^grrd -^the pinture we Lve of the Church of Christ in
though

that refer primrilv to the church in South China, or would that hold all throug

cSlr todTn tL Lcond place, in 1926 the Evaluation Conference ms -ery ”>uf

impressed by the chasm within the church, between the highly trained leaders

urban areas and the untrained country leaders.

^;ch ^^^ch^iinrch^^: s^uth IvfoHri i° ^ir:^
question, possibly only the church itself under the spirit of God will be

solve that problem#

Merwins This advanced relationship between Synod and missionary is in effect

in
'
S^th China. North China is the farthest behind.

Reeders The ffapanese forced a union of the two separate

T 4-v.A^v 1 + vHll take time to pet the church really united I think

we -rd^to^^ko changes
C^ilua;itrr^^^^^

every Lmber of the faculty Christian and the membership Itoited to a place w ere

Christian work can really be nccomplishod amonp the students?

Romli!- H. G.i One of the things that has taken my attention is the report of

^ ^UutenTShlager of opportunities among the Communist group. If ^
Le i^ tL neaffu^re m ought to take advantage of any open door the Comunist

Sup We may doing so:iething we may never be
f

-

One of the big things tes been the relation of the
group

must hold in mind the initiative of the missionaries and of ^

scope for the missionary on fire and able to go ahead#

Rulandi Two of our China missionaries are here waiting for travel Priorities to

T^for ainf. We have over twenty others of the repatriates wi,o have ^dicated

their willingness to go back to West China and we are hoping to get gravel for the

TfL^as pSsible. need workers to cooperate vmth the Church of Chri®^ in

China, particularly in Yunnan, in a new pattern of church-mission relationship.

Lautensohlaeeri I would like to speak a word for the Communists. I am all in

^irfr^in Yunnan with the tin miners, etc, but I do wish “ould te

doL about the Northwest too. It seems to if there is an opport^ity to get more

Christian sympathy and fellowship among the Communists it would oertainly be a

wonderful thi^ to get some Christian Oommunists near the Russian border. Tbe

Commu^llsts said they wished we would send soma Bibles. One had heard the Gospel in

Nanking and would like to hear it again. Mr. Frank Price told the Generalissimo

Lafthis Communist had said and he said he was fearful that they

Icclal part of the Gospel and if they were sincere they should give back the churches

they have taken#



Romic A. M.I I think we need more Christian initiative. Too much of the

Lfsf^^ tis; has been taken up with treasuror-s work and other routine tasks.

We need to spend more time in direct evangelism, more time in
,

times boys aL girls go through school and the missionary never has time to he p

them with their^problfms. We need to reach cut more now to government ^go^nt schoors and non-Christian groups. There

the church means , etc#

w. ».» a. CM.... .m,

j

Choeloo medioaiT graduates went also and are now 4% fthccfqo ,F . . -w-iro'p nim to

r5v7...f.
prepare as a missionary*

a ^^r^ with the Communist group in the Northwest#*#

ri.:" S2 «... ». ..r

more closely with the organised church in China.

Emn^i Is there not money enough to hire Chinese helpers?

Crouch* There is not#

m Moffeti There is a lack of money, but also the mission organisation is

fomplillb enough so that it cannot be administered entirely by Chxnese.

I am Bure that the Board will be very sympathetic and cooperative in

. . . _ /1UJ +-A Ar% +Vio 'routine taSrS#Emmons t i am sure - I. ” 1

getting funds for hiring Chinese to do the routine tasks.

s s;”L

same amounts year after year*

Merwin . We can use the funds that are available tha^

::::hrs: thf:vSe5LTiror:h: l^dLIl Tthe educational work suffers accordingly.

Romig. A. M, . There is another phase of this same point
fo^o^in

th:n\^^\"".elistiTiTor wo^n can

-^“LTrn t:orto ^LThIL:fwh:"rmrk ^h^y wiL not do as well as we want

work done. It is difficult to decrease and let them inoreas .

Loher. What would i^ppon if there vas direct support from the American churches

of national leaders on the field?

H»... .. 0- <«/ -ppp«

. er«t.r ..p„aB.r. O, ror . 8»»

work#

Mrs. Flshon I wonder if the time has not come_for^an Associated Missions

dounoil “talk over problems common to all the missions.
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Cresseyi The problem is not a question of funds more efficiently spent

supporting projects# V/hat we seek is a mutual process of sharing* I hope that

in Christian courtesy and goodwill we will offer our resources to China and then

confer on ii^at work Is to be done. But they should have the final decision. They

should be allowed to say if they want it all in cash*

Hooperi Those of us who have come into the Board rooms recently have realized

th^hina has been favored. China tes had the Substitute Workers Fund since 1921

in which they were permitted to employ highly trained Chinese workers in key

positions. We are thinking of something of this sort for other missions.

Leberi Do you think we can extend that idea and ask Individual churches in

Ainerioa to support one or more of those leaders, or the positions rather than the

Individuals? Can we relate this to the individual church in America to the

advantage and advancement of the work?

Blair » I would not approve.

Leberi Wo have come to the place where the question is one of leadership by the

church-mission group with some approach to the church in America.

Adamst What is the greatest contribution which we can make to the national

c^h or to the non-Christians? There is nothing comparable to life. My lUe

is the most valuable thing I can give. To implement that life is the next most

important thing. I can see how on a cooperative basis for a limited time it

might be a good thing to cooperate in supporting a worker. The mission field is

lust as human as vie are. When we put money into their hands wo encourage them in

temptation##*..! believe we should reorganize on a more mobile basis. We musP

maintain a certain degree of independence to accompany mobility. I think we can

go too far along the line of identifying ourselves with national personnel.

Rulandi I have two contributions from absent members. All of them sound the

note TVn t this Is a new era in missions and we must make careful preparations. 0

must not go back under exactly the same conditions as before.. ..The commi^i^tion

from one missionary emphasized the need for greater mobility of personnel when we

go back. He had been shunted around from station to station and many times it

seemed very hard to move so much, but it had been a very rich experience. The other

person emphasized ohuroh-mi ssion relations and said that no matter how much we

issued declarations that we were ohuroh-centored, so long as the mission held the

purse strings there would also be a feeling that the church did not primar y ave

responsibility. Ho felt the time had come that funds should be paid directly

by China Council to Synod or Presbytery to be channelled by them to the proper

agency*

Snyderi For the last several years we have been sending a check for $20,000 from

America direct to the Synod. At first it was difficult to get any accounting

but just before war stopped the work we were beginning to get a satisfactory

accounting.

Miss Null: As a teacher in a girls* school I would like to say that I

should be muoh more emphasis on home economics and allied subjects in a girls

school. I should also like to make a plea for for more intensive training before

members are accepted into the church#



Barnard » I would call for a direct subsidy for the national chwch* The Japanese

worker does not want the stigma of being supported by the American church#

Van Evorai In the Hangchow area we paid over money to the Presbytery and always

received a satisfactory accounting# We tried to encourage self«support# Un«*

fortunately we had no funds from the Chinese church but the Chinese handling funds

did so in cooperation with the missionaries#

Thomas# Winburm V/hen a missionary sees a job to be done but there are no funds

and he knows a^~ohurch or group in America who could be approached# it seems to me

it would be a good idea to do so#

Torrey* The Chire se leaders vjould welcome some arrangement whereby the Board

would deal directly with the national leaders#

Reisohauer ; I think a lump sum should be given to the church to administer#

Romi^# A# M#i I think we are talking as if we wore going back to only minor

changes#
'

are going back to destroyed schools and hospitals and churches.

Are we going back to build on the old foundations? I believe there is going to be

a rise of nationalism# Perhaps the government will say they want to take over all

education# What will we say? What cooperation will we give? We have found a great

need for leadership# Nothing has been said about theological education# That is

one of the most important contributions to be made# not just to teach them our

American theology but to train real leaders for the church# That is our con-

tribution to China ###Ther0 Is another problem I see coming# Vfe do not have a

united church in China# We have a free and an occupied China and each is having a

different experience# Those people 'who have gone to free China vdll be back# They

will be recognized as leaders because of their native ability# They will be ready

to accept a subsidy and support from America because that is v/hat they have been

used to# But the church people of occupied China may have become more self-

reliant during these war years when they have been on their own#
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Report of Area Confer^'^noe on China

1 9 Process of Rosumption of V^ork

( 1 ) How soon after v/ar

The feeling seemed to be unanimous that the general policy should be
to send as many missionaries as possible as rapidly as possible into Free China*
These would reenforce the staff now carrying on but some of them should engage in
work as desired by the Chinese Church groups or in other union and interden omination-
al undertakings# Thus they would be able to contact the Chinese leaders in Free
China and know the trends in their thinking and desires as to the development of
Church and Mission work both in Free and Occupied China following the v/ar* They
would be in a position to make studies of the needs and desires of the Chinese
churches for missionary workers in the post^'war period*

(2) How shall first contact be made

As soon as possiblej follo’'.dng immediately upon the retirement of the
Japanese* a limited force should reenter the stations in v/hich they formerly served
in Occupied China* These should first do all they can to help bring relief to the

people but frankly recognize that a new era has begun and no promises should be made

or expectations cultivated that the old methods vdll necessarily be resumed*

Use should be made of the information which can be secured by our
missionaries still on the field as to ^vhat is d/sired by national leaders working in
Free China* many of whom v/ill be returning to Occupied China as soon as possible*

A careful study of all of our v^ork and stations should be made to
ascertain the existing conditions, the effects of the evacuation or war period on
the church* Institutions* and national leadership* condition of properties* needs of
the people* new developments in communications* etc* Then careful consideration
should be given to the location and size of stations* distribution of personnel* and
phases of work to b© attempted at given stations*

It must be constantly born in mind and impressed upon the Christians
that a new era has been entered and old ruts must be avoided*

(5) It -was felt that there v/ould still be a place for educational work of

various kinds# The value of mission schools as an evangelistic agency and for train-
ing Christian leaders in national life and for the Church was stressed* However* it

was pointed out that the Government will be undertaking a greatly accelerated
0duoation^al program and it will probably be necessary to limit the number of mis-
sionary institutions for financial and personnel reasons* Smaller institutions of

various kinds giving practical training* trades* etc* v/ill be required to meet the
Church needs and particularly schools for elementary education to give Christian
education during the most impressionable years* All those schools should be strongly
Christian with positively Christian principals and faculties and at least one-half
of the students Christians#

(U) Because of the need for medical help follov/ing the driving out of the
enemy* it is probable that the medical workers should be among the first to reenter
occupied areas# In doing so* they will bring relief to the suffering but should only
make temporary repairs and rehabilitation of medical plants and work pending the
final decisions ns to how and whore medical work is to bo resumed* There should be
a greater emphasis on and development of rural medical work through rural centers*
maternity clinics* etc*
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2* Missionaries Needed for Reocoupation

(1) Present personnel

The Chinese v.111 have been doing much formerly done by tho foreign

missionary* They should be encouraged to continue to carry such responsibilities

while the missionaries give themselves to special work* The missionary persomel

should be kept mobile and in most oases contributing to some special and particular

phase of work in vrhich he or she servos several stations*

The missionary should also undertake nevi ventures and try out and

develop new forms of work such as Christian Industrial Cooperatives, producing films

and visualization materials, lay leader training and many other advanced programs.

The missionary should be adaptable and ready to work with or under

the Chinese Christian Church but should be allowed sufficient liberty and initiative

to enable him to lead and inspire tho Chinese to undertake pioneer evangelistic

work in undeveloped districts.

( 2 )
Now personnel

(a) The new personnel to be recruited should have the highest quality

of Christian oharnoter and zeal. With this they should combine the intellectual

qualities and training that will fit thorn to mko a special contribution along some

particular line. They must also be adaptable to tho now and changing conditions

that will be found on the field and willing and able to work with and perhaps under

tho direction of the Chinese Church.

(b) New recruits would do well to secure special training along the

following lines* aocountingj medicine as applied to rural communities and centers

and maternity clinicsi Chinese history aspirations, culture, eto.| rural vocational

work; rural reconstruction; personal work and pioneer evangelization; Bible teaching*

missionary work, methods and problems* lay leader training; theological teaching for

training ordained and unordc.ined workers* cultivation of definite spiritual life and

power#

( 3 ) Possible use of Substitute Y'Torkers* Fund for the employment of

trained nationals

It developed in the discussion that:

(a) Such a fund seems to be necessary and desirable to provide for

the retaining of highly trained national load'^rs for special positions during the

reconstruction period* Such funds might best be administered through such a body

as the China Council in direct touch with the Chinese Church as represented by the

National Christian Council, General Assembly or Synods. They should be paid to the

Chinese Church directly to be used by that body for retaining such special persons.

Thus they would be employed by tho Chinese Church, and there would not be the stigma

of receiving their salary directly from foreign sources and being employed by

foreigners*

(b) It also developed that many missionaries have too great a

proportion of their time absorbed by duties which could bo oared for by trained

Chinese beoauso there are no funds to employ such Chinese help without taking them

from other urgont work. It was pointed out that this is a poor economy and will bo

a more serious problem in the future with reduced foreign personnel*


